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PREFACE AND ACKNOWLEDGMENTS

This Report presents in considerable detail the procedures

and findings of research on Japanese upper - secondary - school

students, their allocations among types of cours educa-

tional and career expectations and preferences, E.(, how far in

the aggregate those expectations and preferences may conform to

relationships in Japanese labor markets. While work supported

by the U.S. Office of Education makes up the bulk of these

materials, we have drawn also on related work that constitt.tes

part of research supported by the Carnegie Foundation. The

authors owe thanks to both the U.S. Office of Education and the

Carnegie Foundation for support of these endeavors.

The materials are presented in five volumes, primarily be-

cause of their bulk. Volume I includes the abstract and the

introductory chapter for the full report. While Chapter I lays

the groundwork for the chapters to follow, it says nothing about

findLigs or their interpretation, whereas the Abstract concentrates

cn those findings. Also, the Abstract is written at a much lower

conceptual level, and is deliberately oriented toward discussion

of what the Japanese pattern may mean in an American perspective.

Volumes II, III and IV present and analyze the research findings.

Volume V contains appendixes with necessary explanatory or sup-

portive materials and also supplementary analyse>.

Professor Bowman takes sole responsibility for Volumes I

through IV in their present form. Professor Ikeda and Hr. Tomoda



have contributed substantially and indispensably in earlier

stages of the work, almost from its inception. Also, some of

their writings appear intact in Volume V. However, they have

not had an opportunity to correct and revise the main body of

the text, and they must not be held responsible for errors or for

any inadequacy of references to Japanese sources. Neither are

they to be held to account for any misguided interpretations and

points of view that may have emerged in the preparation of this

manuscript.

Mr. Harker, who is currently completing an independent

study of education, production and communication behavior among

Japanese farmers, assisted in nmerous ways at later stages in

the preparation of this Report as well. He wrote preliminary

drafts of parts of Chapters II and III. More important, however,

has been his role as a sounding board in talking out analysis

plans and reassessments as we began to approach the final stages

of the analysis. He is also doing a special suall piece of work

that will complement this report using matched data on farmers

and their sons in our school sample population.

The chief empirical base of this research is in material

collected from seniors in Japanese upper-secondary schools in 1966,

supplemented by information obtained at the same time from their

fathers. Indispensable for this work was the active cooperation

of Japanese colleagues who participated in preparation and admin-

istration of the questionnaires. First and foremost among those
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whose names do not appear as actual co-authors, I must express

my deep appreciation to Professor Michiya Shimbori of Hiroshima

University, and for many things--for his early interest and his

role in enlisting Professor Ikeda and Mr. Tomoda in the under-

taking, for later extensive contributions of time and insights

in .:he development of the questionnaires and the plans for

carrying out the field work, and for his committed devotion in

standing back of the field operations to iron out problems and see

that everything was brought to successful fruition. Professors

Ikeda and Tomoda share in this expression of gratitude, as in my

thanks to other friends and colleagues in Japan. Before leaving

Hiroshima, however, I must acknowledge the valuable role played

by Mr. Tsuyashi Ishida as a member of the Shimbori- Ikeda- Tomoda-

Ishida- Bowman team in questionnaire development and in other

critical aspects of the research design in its early stages.

Before selecting schools for the sample or printing the

questionnaires, we held a conference at Kyoto in which associates

who would take responsibility for work in the Tokyo-Tochigi, the

Osaka - Wakayama, and the Fukuoka areas were participants, along

with several other advisers. (Professor Ikeda took direct respon-

sibility for field work on the island of Shikoku and for coding

the schedules from Shikoku and from the Osaka-Wakayama area.

Mr. Tomoda ran the central office of the entire project (backed

by Professor Shimbori) and he also took direct responsibility for

field work in Hiroshima City and prefecture.) Revisions suggested
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at the Kyoto conference were incorporated in the final form of

the questionnaire, methods of questionnaire administration were

fully discussed and agreed upon, and operational details were

worked out. The ready and efficient cooperation manifested at

this conference and thereafter were of immeasureable value.

Furthermore, this active cooperation was offered despite the

fact that the budget for field costs was tiny and there was no

obviously attractive reward for such involvement. I hope that

each of the men to whom I here express special thanks will read

what I have written in this paragraph as part of my personal

thanks to him.

Leading senior educational scholars and researchers who

took primary responsibility for selecting the teams of junior

colleagues to carry out the field work, or who supervised that

work directly, were Professor Yoshihiro Shimizu of Tokyo University,

Professor Hisao Kamidera of the Osaka City Institute for Education,

and Professor Shigeo Matsui of the Institute for Comparative

Education at Kyushu University. Also among the senior men who

participated in the Kyoto conference were Professor Motoo Kaji

and Mr. Seikichi Ando. Professor Kaji's economic sophistication,

superb command of English, and skill in cross-cultural communica-

tion were of prime value in this conference. Mr. Anno's detailed

knowledge of the Tokyo school system and his assistance in identi-

fying characteristics of schools and school districts was invalu-

able for selection of an unbiased but appropriately stratified
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sample of schools for the Tokyo area and his work served in part

as a model for procedures els^where. Mr:. Reiko Imamura of the

Research Bureau in the Japanese Ministry of Education also played

a special and continuing part, facilitating work repeatedly and

on many fronts.

Mr. Kunio Amano of the National Institute for Education in

Tokyo both participated in the Kyoto conference and in final re-

visions of the questionnaire and led the field work in the Tokyo-

Tochigi area--an exceptionally demanding task. Other men who took

on special responsibilities in carrying out the field work in-

cluded Professors Taoru Umakeshi and Susumu Yaao of Kyushu

University, Mr. Shinjo 0,uda, head of the Research Section,

Ministry of Education, and Proiessor Jiro Matsubara of Tokyo

University.

Two Japanese wives deserve a special word of thanks, and

not just for their patience and moral support:. Mrs. Tomoda worked

side by side with the rest of us in getting the successive re-

visions of questionnaires into shape, she was the bulwark of the

office in Hiroshima during the period of fieldwork when Mr. Tomoda

was trying to be in several places at once, and she kept things

moving without error as the coding of schedules from the Tokyo,

Hiroshima and Fukuoka offices piled up. Mrs. Ikeda joined with

Professor Ikeda who combed the relevant literature in Japanese;

she spent many hours in translating that: work and then in pursuing

evidence on questions concerning interpretations and related

matters.



Finally, I take advantage of the otherwisf-.! uafortunate

fact that problems of time and distance have dictated that this

preface should be written by only one of the team of people who

have been most deeply involved. it is a privilege to express

here my profound and growing appreciation of the part played by

my co-authors in thts report. Looking back I have a feeling of

overwhelming huAility as I realize thi, extent of their patience,

tolerance and goodwill through the ups and downs of a long-lasting

and complex undertaking. To them I had host put it simply- -

just Thank You.

Mary Jean Bowman
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OVERVIEW

EDUCATION AND WORK ON THE DEVELOPMENT FRONTIERS:

SOME LESSONS 'PROM JAPAN

The problems that come with. success are many and they are sweeping across

the economically advanced. nations of the. world even as the poorer and least

developed nations find themselves astride a chasm, with old poverties on one

side and a racing modern technology onthe. other. Be a nation rich or poor,

economically leading or lagging, thesa"problems" connote both troubles and

opportunities. For a problem is something that calls for a solution, and this

implies a decision or set of decisions. oriented toward the future. Apprecia-

tion of the fact that, viewed. both.as.troubles and opportunities, the problems

of the advanced nations may be fully as profound and as acute as those of the

underdeveloped world has come upon us recently both as a series of assaults

and a growing challenge. We are living today in one of those historic periods

of accelerated change that shake and threaten or promise to re-form societal

institutions. The hyphenation is deliberate; this is not a matter of "reform"

in the moralistic sense, but of a reconstituting of the ways a society func-

tions. And deeply enmeshed in a societ' are its educational practices and in-

stitutions. As a leai nation in educational and economic development, a nation

with an educational system and labor markets that are at once both similar to

those of the Uro.ted States in important respects, distinctive in others, Japan

offers a case study that should he very illuminating to Americans. The re-

search reported here may thus be seen in a double orientation. On the one hand

is the analysis cf relationships between education and labor markets in Japan

as an interest in its own right, but at the same time we are concerned with

wider implications for the United States in particular and other nations of

the industrialized world more generally.



This report constitutes part of a wider-ranging examination of schooling

and labor markets in Japan. It is built mainly upon data obtained in 196-6- from-

a sample of seven thousand male students in their last year of upper-secomiary

school. Five major curricula are represented: the academic general, the. ter-

minal general, commerce, agricultural, and technical-industrial. Some supple-

mentary information is taken from questionnaires filled out by the students!

fathers (and keyed to the interview - questionnaires obtained from their sons).

Results from other aspects of our research, based on official publications

and conducted in parallel with the present study have been drawn upon here

where critical as a check against or for interpretation of internal evidence-

from our student questionnaires or for assessment of our samples, The nature.-

of our data has of course conditioned the kinds of empirical analyses in which-

we could engaged; those data include information concerning the degree of

metropolitanism or rural isolation of the community, parental traits (and de-

rivative from these classroom socio-economic composition), student preferences

with respect to secondary curricula and perceptions of their initial alloca-

tion into the present course of study, their behavior with respect to taking

examinations for university, various aspects of their future career expecta-

tions and preferences, and perceptions of the ways in which labor markets

operate, This report, like the complementary research financed by the Carnegie

Corporation, is written to stand vn its own. We may best begin, nevertheless,

by locating what is written here in the framework it shares with our other re-

searches, What, in brief, are the major issues and concerns, the major prob-

1(:.1 areas that have given rise to this work? And why was Japan chosen as the

place in which to carry it out?

xi
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I. The Choice of Japan
schooling and

In any research endeavor concerned with associations between/work in in-

dustrially advanced nations there is good reason for looking carefully at

Japan. This generalization applies with special force from the perspective of

the United States. Everywhere among the economically advanced nations educa-

tion has been part and parcel of an economic-technological revolution in whi

it has been both cause and effect--no one has yet managed to separate out the

one from the other. But only in Japan and the United States has the educa-

tional operation been on so massive a scale; even Russia cannot match this

diffusion of schooling among the population. At the same time, education-has

been both contributing and reacting to its own internal dynamic. Thesheer-

scale of education in Japan and the United States contributes a momentum to

that dynamic and a socio-economic power that can be awesome. At the same time

many educators have a rising sense of frustration and relative impotence in

the face of the increasingly complex and all-embracing tasks that men would put -

upon them. Meanwhile, whether it moves at headlong speed or at a more moderate

pace, time moves with inexorable irreversability. Schools and educational sys-

tems are not things that can be played around with as though they were chil-

dren's building blocks that could be knocked over and put together again at

will. Real problems and societal decisions relating to them must be under-

stood against this moving swell, which limits the Leal options on the one hand

but which, paradoxically, may also give them a power and life far beyond our

expectations. All of this Joan and the United States share.

But granted that Japan and the United States, and in considerable degree

many of the other Western na!iunsnswell, share in the experiences and problems

of an increasingly massive educational momentum, what, more specifically, are

xii
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the commonalities and -.ontiasts most relevant in looking to Japan for illumina-

tion of problems and issues in the nexus of educational and labor-market. inte-r-

ac/Ipns? We give an over-simplified summary here that is taken directly out of

Chapter I.
States

Japan resembles the United/in the wide diffusion of secondary and. higher

education among her people; and the high pragmatic value placed on education.

The Japanese have an extremely diversified school system, and a continuum in,

quality or prestige of both higher and secondary institutions that matches ours;

this diversity is in part, but only in part, a reflection of the. reformation of

the Japanese school system in an American image during the American occupation-

period following World War II. Japanese pupils also exhibit as wide a var::.-

ability in performance on achievement tests as ours, the Japanese have shared.

with us in an ethic of hard work, though in traditional Japan that ethiwas

not bound up with the philosophical individualism with which it was allied his-

torically in this country. As we will show, intcrgeneration mobility in educa-

tion and in occupational status is and has been high in .Tapan, as in the United

States; indeed, the sapid pace of economic change in Japan virtually ensures a

high degrce of intergenerational mobility in occupational status. Finally, the

Japanese have a substantial highly technological modern sector in their economy,

and the Japanes,: economy operates as an increasingly open-market system overall

despite the much belabored "dualism." At no time, even in her most nationalist

days, has Japan stood in opposition to the market system as a matter of princi-

ple.

Against this backgrounl characteristics that are shared in significant

degree, some important contrasts stand out all the more cleally. First of all,

despite some broad common features of the Japanese and American economies, the



structure of the Japanese economy and of Japanese labor markets in particular

has been very different from ours. The root of the difference centers in Japan's

high degree of paternalism and attachment of individuals to their patrons, and

through these patrons either directly or indirectly to their employers. The

most widely cited element in this complex is the so-called "life commitment sys-

tem" in larger enterprises. The "life commitment system," which arose in this

form only when Japan was well into the twentieth century, has undoubtedly been

receding in importance over the past decade, and the associated dualism that

characterized Japanese labor markets fifteen years ago is also receding. But

this process is by no means complete; even if a permanent shift is taking place,

present and past contrasts with the United States in these aspects of labor

markets have conditioned associations between types and levels of schooling and

career patterns in ways that remain distinctive. One of the interesting ques-

tions today is how these labor market structures and changes in them may condi-

tion student perceptions of prospective career alternatives in the future, and

perceptions of effects of formal schooling on those alternatives.

Other striking contrasts between the Japanese and American situation are

in the school system itself and the way in which it operates. These contrasts

reflect both broad underlying societal differences and historical attributes of

the Japanese educational system in the decades before (and during) World War II

that differ substantially from educational history in the United States. Since

this background, along with the present situation, will be discussed in Chapter

II, it will suffice here to note just two things: (1) The Japanese educational

system, from the very first years to university entrance is and for decades has

been marked off by one examination after another. This has important implica-

tions for processes of selection in .ogress thiough the system and in alloca=

tiort of students among types, qualities and levels of schooling. (2) Before



the American occupation, Japanese post-elementary education was sharply dif

ferentiated by types of curricula, with streaming that was more like the German

or the French systems than the American pattern. Evidences of this heritage

continue today despite attempts to implant the "comprehensive high school" on

Janenses sail. These two features of her heritage give their own coloration to

current educational "problems" and "policy issues" as these are perceived and

argued in Japan today.

In sum, Japan must be of special interest to the United itates for a num-

ber of reasons that could be summed up in a paradoxical juxtapisition--the not-

able similarity in some key attributes that are highly relevan: to the inter-

play between the schools and the economy, but the equally notable contrasts in

other critical and highly relevant matters.

II. Some Key Themes

Four fundamental sets of concerns, together with associated fallacies and

neglects, that stand out in contemporary talk and writing pertaining to theeco-

nomics of educational policy lie back both of the research reperted here and

our complementary research sponsored elsewhere. For convenience we may give

them short-cut labels: (1) Access to opportunity; (2) "Social Demand" as a

private affair; (3) The creed of vocationalism; and (4) Life-time learning-

earning functions. Chough these al.e distinctive in their centers of gravity,

they are overlapping in many ways and empirical evidence on any one of them

tends to run over into the others.

Access to Oppor,unity

This theme is probably the most familiar to educators and 's certainly

the most frequently stres,ed among sociologists. That jt is an economic matter

also, and from several points of v.:ew, I have argued elsewhere; there is no need

xv
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to develop that theme here or to strain the reader's patience by an elaboration of

economic theory. instead we may say in plain enough language that questions con-

cerning access to opportunity occupy an important place in the present report.

That question will be examined looking both at the evidence of observed facts and

relationships and at aspirations, and looking at the stages of entry to upper

secondary schools, to higher education or the labor market, and to one sort of

joL) or another when a youth begins his working career. The usual sorts of back-

ground attributes will 1),: introduced in these analyses, but along with them we

consider dimensions in parental background that are usually neglected, the inter-

vening effects of type of secondary course taken, and the implications of ex-

pressed preferences and frustrations. In this last respect in particular evi-

dence concerning distributions of opportunity and its dimensions becomes insepar-

able from the second of the four themes.

Social Demand as a Private Affair

This heading is borrowed from my article "Hass Elites on the Threshold of

the 1970's," where 1 phrased it instead as "Social demand is a private affair."

It is just that in the jargon of many educational and manpower planners. Not only

is "social demand" in their language what individuals faced with certain alterna-

tives will seek educationally; the adjective "social" came to be used precisely be-

cause of a belief that people went to school mainly for "consumer" or for "cultural"

reasors, and not as an investment in the acquisition of future earning power or to

secure entry to occupations entailing skills that were in demand. 'Social" in

other words meant non - economic in a narrow definition of "economic," with which it

...as contrasted. The paradox in this conception must be evident enough when we

consider its treatment of occupationil preferences. "Social" demand was taken to

be dys-economic when individuals were so perverse as to seek entry into inappro-

priate occupations--that is into occupations regarded by the manpower planners as

xvi
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irrelevant or of low priority--even when in making such choices the individual was

knowingly opting for lower money earnings. One of the mysteries to me has indeed

been how intelligent men of good will could get themselves into such a tangle as

to express concern when young people knowingly made occupational choices for which

they were willing to pay in earnings'foregone. (I am not referring to situations

in which narrowly economic incentives encourage exactly the observed occupational

choices; the perversity in such cases, if such it is, must be attributed to the-

operations of the labor markets rather than the preference systems of individuals.)

Part of the difficulty is unquestionably in the conventions of national income

accouni:ing, which includes in its measures the values of things people buy overtly,

but not the value of what a man "buys" when he seeks a more pleasurable-way of

spending the better part of his waking hours at the "price" of accepting lower

pay.

Just how men's preferences, their economic anticipations, and the- judgments

and dogmas of manpower experts mesh or fail to do so is evidently an extremely

complex matter, and we can hope at the most to glean only =. few empirical insights

into this important problem from any one piece of research. The main questions

that will be touched upon in this connection relate to such matters as freedom to

choose and constraints OR choice, how far young people see themselves as con-

strained, how well they are in fact informed in making their choices and in their

anticipations with respect to education and careers, and how far expressed pre-

ferences match or depart from observed relationships between type of schooling

and subsequent educational aria occupational experiences. It is v:ch this last

question, concerning preferences, that we slip over most clearly into the access-

to-opportunity domain. But we also edge up to questions concerning how far types

of curricula do in fact condition subsequent educational and occupational choices

xvii
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not only in an "opportunity" perspective but also in relation to common assumptions

concerning the suitability or fit between types of training and types of jobs.

This brings us to the third theme.

The Creed of Vocationalism

One of the most vigorously debated arguments in the realm of educational

policy and in particular in its relationship to economic-development planning has

been that centering around "vocational" education. At long last it seems that

the notion of narrowly vocational training in agriculture in the primary schools

of less developed nations has been laid firmly to rest. But the arguments over

"vocational" education, be it fallacy or revealed truth, continue unabated. Un

fortunately we were unable to carry out our initial intentions of undertaking

follow-up studies of terminal graduates of the various types of Japanese upper-

secondary schools five years or more into their working lives. To our knowledge,

no such data exist in Japan, which is a pity in view of the vast compilations of

statistics in that nation and the relative ease in specifying unambiguously the con-

tent of one curriculum versus another. Only the surveys of new graduates r few

months out of school are available. We are therefore thrown back upon what can be

put together from those very short-term follow-ups on upper-secondary graduates,

from cohort data concerning occupational net shifts (without educational specifi-

cations) and on clues from our research into the backgrouAds, plans, anticipations

and expressed preferences of seniors in the varioes typos of curricula. Once

again, it can be seen that evidence on these matters ties in also to findings that

relate to themes (1) and (2). But that is not all. In the end an assessment of

the roles and limitations of "vocational" schooling of various kinds and in various

mixes requires examination and analysis of life-time patterns of learning and earn-

ing. More precisely, it requires ah understanding of how those patterns are af-

fected separately and interactively by the sort (and level) of schooling a man has

xviii
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received and the ways in which the labor market operates to utilize human skills

and to develop them over the working years.

Life-time Learning and Earning Functions

There has been a quite pervasive disregard of how labor-market institutions

in themselves and in interaction with the schools affect the development and uti-

lization of human resources and the distribution of opportunity. That neglect has

characterized not only educational policy-makers but also most of those who have

called themselves "manpower planners." A few special vocational-training and up-

grading programs aside, the implicit position with respect to education for eco-

nomic development found in most "manpower planning" circles has been that the-

schools would do the adapting to labor markets and "manpower needs." Reversals

of this position, to consider how the labor-market processes and institutions

that determine the utilization of available skills might adapt to skill supplies,

came at first almost solely in the mood of "making do," or getting over a diffi-

cult transition with "makeshifts." No economic criteria were introduced- in arriv-

ing at these evaluations. An asy.unetry was built into this type of thinking from

the start, because of assumptions of comparative rigidity in demands for skills for

the production of everything except those skills--along with an assumed high measure

of long-term flexibility (but with long lead times) in the potentials for human re-

source formation in schools.

More recent manpower research carried out by the OECD has reopened discussions

in this area, as evidence has come forth to demonstrate the very considerable range

in skill combinations and education mix within and across economic sectors and oc-

cupations at each level of per capita income. However, attention has not as yet

been directed toward analysis of the functioning of labor-market institutions and

how those institutions affect skill utilization the careers of men with various

levels and kinds of schooling. "Malutilization" has been noted and decried, but
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virtually never analytically identified. Meanwhile there have of course been dia-

tribes on the subject of labor-market distortions and constraints (or the lack of

constraints) and their alleged inequities. But analytical empirical studies speci-

fically directed to critical questions concerning interconnections between schools

and labor-market institutions as these affect (and reflect) human resource forma-

tion and utilization are yet to be written.

What we do have, and this is exceedingly important, is a modern economic

theory of investment in human beings that encompasses both formal and informal

training and learning at work. That theory, developed by Gary Becker and Jacob

Mincer, draws a distinction between "general" and "specific" training or learning

that hinges upon whether (a) a man can take what he has learn.:' elsewhere, to re-

coup returns to his skill in work under other employers (or on his own), or (b)

he can utilize only a small part of his new competencies anywhere other than in

the firm or agency in which they were acquired. Example (a) refers to "Becker-
"Bt.cker-specific"

general," example (b) to/skills. Note, however, that the essential distinction be-

tween "general"and "specific" in this sense is not in the kind of skill embodied

in a man but rather in the ease with which he can move from one firm to another.

Thus, although Becker and Mincer have given labor-market institutions no explicit

attention in developing their arguments it is clear enough that whatever reduces

the possibilities for inter-firm mobility of the individual makes his skill less

" general" and more "specific" Unless schools become in effect captive to parti-

cular firms, what is learned in school will be "general" in this sense, however

specialized the curriculum may be. But there is also "general" training and learn-

ing on the job, paid for by the individual in the higher earniAgs he initially

forgoes when he chooses to work where he will be acquiring skills that increase

his future earning power while receiving lower pay than he could get in a job with
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less future promise. This Becker-Mincer model has been applied in the United

States to analysis of the shapes of life-earning paths, associated wi,h various

levels (but not kinds) of schooling and to the study and interpretation of hiring

1

and lay-off policies in private enterprises.

All of this work has been illuminating, and it has stimulated further empiri-

cal and theoretical explorations. But there is a critical asymmetry in the

Becker-Mincer analysis that has curiously escaped attention. Their model lays

great stress on the question of how easily, or at what cost, the individual an

move, and on the concern of the employer with the chance that Le might move and-

the strategies necessary to retain him. But there is a total disregard of the

opposite question, the question of the ease with which the employer could- get rid

of a man or from the individual's point of view, his assurance of tenure. This

is what seniority systems are all about, and it is at the heart of the Japanese-

"life commitment" system. In our research on Japanese education and labor mar-

kets we have therefore attempted to gain such perspectives as we could, theoreti-

cal and empirical, on the extent and implications of inter-firm mobility and

seniority patterns. That part of the work on this topic that i.3 included in the

present report refers 'n the main to anticipations and attitudes. It includes

examination of how students and their fathers perceive :abor market situations,

with special reference to issues in inter-firm mobility and perceptions of post-

school learning and training optinns other than higher education. And it incor-

porates also how young people perceive their career sequences, occupationally and

-up
1
As yet only one follow/study tor graduates of different types of seconaary-

school curricula has taken even a first step tow2rd an-lysis of how types of cur-
ricula may interact with Iabor-market processes in th, determination of pst-
school learning and 'aiming paths, althout,'i there have been several benefit-cost
studies of vocational verses general secondary schooling.
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in terms of earnings, over the post-school years. We are able explicitly to

compare these findings across types of courses, whereas in our other research,

though we have data on earnings by age, seniority in the firm, size of enter-

prise, industry, and level of occupation, we have no breakdowns by type of edu-

cation or training.

III. Opportunity and Preference at Entry
to Upper- Secondary School

In the openinc sentences of Chapter III we distinguished two ways of look-

ing at selectivity in entry to upper-secondary school and allocations among

types of curricula: (1) the "recruitment" view, which asks where people with

various levels and types of skills will come iron (in the manpower demand per-

spective), and (2) the "human-investment" view which starts with the individual

and follows through on his opportunities and his choices. So long as we stay

with the point of entry to upper secondary school it does not matter too much

which way we look at it; these are essentially mirror images. But it is more

convenien-, and for analysis of access to opportunity it is more meaningful, to

summarize in the perspective of the individual.

Who Continues to Upper- Secondary Education

Some seventy per cent of Japanese youth now continue into full-time upper-

secondary education, a proportion equaled nowhere in the world with the excep-

tion of the United States. Moreover, virtually all Japanes. youth who enter the

upper-secondary institutions continuc through to graduation from 12th grade,

three years later. There is no high-school drop-out problcm In Japan among

yo who enter these schools. Civen the,r iarge niubers, it is evident ipso

facto that selection cannot be highly elitist. On the other hand, Japan does

not fly in the face of the universal findings that there is indeed some soci..1



selectivity with respect to continuation into upper-secondary education. That

selectivity can be observed by geographic area, parental education, and paren-

tal occupation using a combination of our sample data, data from surveys con-

ducted by the Ministry of Labor, and data from the population census. The re-

sults were as follows:

(1) There are still marked differences in rates of continuation beyond

compulsory schooling among young people located in the metropolitan centers

and those in the more isolated and least developed of the rural prefectures.

The prefecture range for 1963, the year of entry of the students in uur inter-

view sampla, was from 48 to 84 per cent; five years later, in 1968 that range

was from a low of 59 per cent in Amori (at the northern tip of Honshu) to 92

per cent in Tokyo. These continuation rates are unambiguously associated with

the degi7ee of orbanization of a prefecture, its per capita income, and its

nearness to or remoteness from the major industrial-urban connurbations.

(2) If in 1963 we had known nothing about a youth's background, we would

have be roughly three to two that he would enter upper-secondary school. (The

odds are more nearly like three to or.e today.) Knowing that his father did not

go F.:yond elementary school would reduce our estimate of chances somewhat, but

net substantially, since the vast majority of the generation of fatIn s of the

teenagers of 1963 had no full-time schooling beyond the compulsory levels. By

our estimates roughly half of the sons of fathers lacking post-compulsory school-

ing entered upper-secondary school in 1963 as compared with 85 per cent of the

sons of fathers who had gone beyond that level. However, that a youth's father

had attended university raised the likelihood that he would enter upper-

secondary school only slightly as compared with chances for Sons of men with

middle or upper-secondar schooling.

(3) Negative selectivity did show up as substantial when we pushed down
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to the lowest occupational status levels, picking cp a minority of the cohorts

of fathers (as against the majority with the standard compulsory schooling at-

tainments). These findings, based on linkages of our data with detailed in-

formation on age and occupation in the Japanese census, are reinforced by special

studies of rates of enrollment in full-time upper-secondary schools. Income

makes very little differe.we until we hit the lowest brackets, where it becomes

very imprtamt.

In sum, the main conclusion must to that there is indeed solectirirout at

the bottom, and that this has an economic basis whether or not also a basis in

tastes or in information biases or gaps. It does not follow that education is

rega:ded as an uninteresting consumption good among those who do not continue,

however. Upper-secondary schooling does entail immediate costs "4:)th in fore-

gone earnings and in direct outlays; the latter are in fact considerably more

important in Japan than in the United States, even though most students in upper-

secondary schools are attending public institutions. What is unquestionably

eatailed is fact that poor families are hard pressed and the contributions

of youth in their tens to the family c-)ffers can be of critical importance.

Japan is no different from oth-r nations in the lack of capital markets for fi-

nancing investments (largely foregone earnings) in the creation of human capi-

tal among these economically disadvantaged youth.

The Allocations among Types of Curricula

Considering only those who gain entry to one or another upper-secondary

school, which you people go to which sorts of schools and why? In raising

this question we encounter some further complications. One is sheer geographic

accessibility, which can be ignored for Japan without doing too much violence

to reality so long as we are asking only whether some upper-secondary school is

within at least busing distance. Another is vliat might be termed "type-of-
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activity" inheritane, status considerations quite aside. And then there is of

courr.o tie mixl.ure of status and economic or financial coAsiderations. Here

again we can sum up the results in a few m.i.0 points, though some elaboration

with respect to "type-of-activity" inheritance will b. required in order to elu-

cidate our meanings.

(1) Distinctions between urban and rural locations are sha:d so far as the

"vocational" curricula are concerned. This rPflects in part the lac'.: of access

of most rural people to either commerce courses in :he upper-secondary schools

or to tha technical curricula, whatever their ir.terests might otherwise dictate.

It reflects also the pervasiveness of agricultural curricula in rural places,

where they are attended not only by farmers' sons but also by youth from other

backgroundS--Ctough there is a larger relative representation of farm youth in

these as compared kith the rural ger.eral schools. All this is obvious and

straightforward enough. More interesting is the fact that among rural youth at-

tending upper-secondary schools the proportion enrolled in the academic general

stream matches or even exceeds proportions of urban youth in that curriculum.

On the otner hand, urban youth in the non-academic general courses are rare,

whereas a third of the rural upper - secondary studenLs were in toe presumptivaly

terminal ge,eral course. From this fact together with a cumulation of other

clues we infer that the rural young people in the non-academic general course

are there largely because there is no commerce or technical-course option at

hand, although it ;.s true also that these young people have less experience or

awareness of the sorts of jobs and occupations to which technical secondary edu-

cation most often leads.

(2) By "type-of-activity" we refer to a categorization of kinds of occupa-

tions that is as far as possible independent of prestige scaling. Several levels

of detail in these classifications were used. The simplest was a four-fold break
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into (a) white-collar, managerial, and non-technical professional--most of w%ich

could be described as "desk jobs" of some sort, despite their great diversity;

(b) technical- manual occupations at all levels, from the professional engineer

to the unskilled laborer--all involving work in three-dirinsions, which could

be summed up as in some significant measure "object oriented;" (c) traders,

salesmen and service workers dealing with the public; and (d) agriculth_al and

related activities. Each of these categories was subdivided in various ways

according to our purposes and requirements for comparisons with data from other

sources.
2

Ne will avoid elaboration here, however,

Associations between type of parental occupation and type of upper-

secondary curriculum were unambiguous. Three-fifths of the sons of white-

collar men entered the academic general streams as compared with twc-fifths

for all students and a fourth of the sons of farmers and of skilled manual

workers. The ,trongest representation in the commerce curriculum was for sons

of Wailers and artisans in the traditional trades, though even among these

youth only 26 to 28 per cent entered the commerce courses. Farmers' sons were

the most likely to enter EcHi the agricultural and the non-academic general

courses, as our previous comma. . concerning rurality already implied. And it

was alie\e, all the skilled works - whose sons were most likely to enter the tech-

nical curricula, though sons of othc: manual isorkers and of high-level techni-

cians ,.rd professional engineers were also strongly represented there. White-

collar sons and sons of retailers rarely entered the technical courses.

These findings are clearly in line with our initial expectations. with

respect to allocations into the technical curricula we reasoned this way: In-

sofar as fathers influence their sons' choices at entry to upper-secondary

`For an analysis of associations between father's type of occupation and
the upper-secondary curriculum in which youth werc enrolled we made several
splits (shown in Table 3-7) that contributed to understanding the observed
patterns.
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school (and we have direct as well as indirect evidence that such influence is

very important), we might expect that appreciation of object-oriented activities

would be greater among those who have engaged in such activities themselves, at

whatever level, and conversely for white-collar men who spend their lives at

desks and in libraries. Sons of men in the technical-manual categories will,

furthermore, be more familiar with what the acquisition of these skills may

mean, they will have a greater sense of ease and competence through participant

observation (direct or indirect) and will more often be inclined to place a

high value on such activities. Thus we find them more often in the technical

courses. Status differentials modify this basis of selection into the techni-

cal as against the academic general curricula insofar as the latter may be re-

garded as =in intermediate step toward technical higher education and acquisi-

tion of competence as a professional engineer or high-level technician.

The association for sons of farmers is obvious, and hardly needs further

elaboration, except to note twat occupational inheritance in a quite liberal

sense may be involved. This does not necessarily lead to enrolment in the agri-

cultural courses--some of the youth expecting to inherit and.to operate a family

farm were enrolled nevertheless in one of the general courses. That sons of

small traders were more likely than other -outh to enrol in commerce courses

was again predictable, not so much from experience and "exposure" to these acti-

vities as because their families saw this as the way to prepare them for effec-

tive participation in the businJsssbich is not of course to say tnat only such

youth were enrolled in the commerce courses. Actually they made up a minority

of those enrolments.

(3) Socio-economic status as measured by occupation and education and eco-

nomic status as measured more directly by family income clec.rly s(Talatcd the

students entering the academic general course from all others. This is not to
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say that there was a sharp line of cleavage, of course. But onaileight-category

occupational status scale the range in proportions attending the general academic

courses dropped from nine-tenths at the top to a quarter in categories 6, 7 and

8. (It should be remembered that these lowest categories were already signifi-

cantly under-represented in the secondary-school population at large.) The other

curricula reversed this pattern in each case, with relatively minor contrasts ex-

cept as the status rankings for farmers affected the pattern with respect to

attendance in agricultural relative to other vocational courses.

The explanation of the demarcation between academic and the other streams

is not merely a matter of aims or aspirations, but also of hard economics once

again. But now the economics of the situation refers not so mu:11 to the upper-

secondary schooling in itself as to the way in which choices at entry to upper-

secondary schools are affected by expectations for continuation into university,

including the costs that this will entail as well as the anticipated returns.

Associations between parental income and enrolment in the general academic

courses resembled the associations with occupational status among soni., of men in

wage and salaried employment. Income associations were much looser among sons

of non-form independent or family enterprisers. A very different sort of pheno-

menon is revealed in the fact that father's education distinguished not only the

students in the academic general streams (where parental education tended to be

high), but also that it was most strongly negative in its selectivity into the

commerce course; there were relatively fewer well-educated parents among students

in the commerce course than in others, including agricultur,7 and the terminal

general curricula. Finally, one last clue to the effects of .economic pressures

on allocation among curricula is provided in the fact that there was a di!lt nc-

tively greater minority of youth whose fathers were deceased or disabled anoag

the students in the technical course than in any other.



Preferences versus Realizations in
Upper-Secondary Allocations

Analysis of students' responses concerning their preferences at entry to

upper-secondary courses, their preferences now that they were seniors, and factors

associated with both those preferences and changes in them proved to be highly il-

luminating on several fronts.

(1) Eighty percent of the students in the academic general streams were in

the type of course they had wanted to enter from the start, and very few reported

any change of view in this respect. By contrast two-fifths to a half of the stu-

dents enrolled in other courses stated that they initially preferred something

else. The contrast evaporates, however, when instead of taking merely propor-

tions who preferred other courses we take those who preferred other courses and/or

other schools. The critical thing from the point of view of many of the college-
it provides access to

preparatory students is the prestige of the school and whether/the inside track,

in training and contacts, to preferred places in universities. This is a well

known phenomenon in Japan.

(2) Cross-preferences are predominantly either toward the academic general

curricula among students in the vocational schools or toward the technical courses.

It is important co note in this connection that the 41 her cent of technical-

course youth saying they preferred another course are cut to :5 per cent if we

take out those who had hoped they could gain entry to one of the five-year techni-

cal junior colleges. These start with the same level as the upper-secondary tech-

nical course but continue for an extra two years. Their stud:it bodies are se-

lected on tough examinations.

(3) The most k'ramatic switches in preferences over their three years in

tipper- secondary schools were reported by students in the non-academic general

stream followed by those in the technical courses. The former looked primarily

toward vocational curricula, the technical-course youth toward the acP-mic
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stream and readier access to university educatio1. In this connection it is no

accident that the students in the non-academic general course were by far the most

likely to report that their initial choice of curriculum was due to its easy ac-

cessibility to their homes, while the students in the technical curriculum- were

the most likely to state that they had been inadequately informed concerning op-

tions and what those options implied at the time they entered upper-secondary

school. Interestingly enough, lack of information concerning other courses was

alsc reported as a reason for What they regarded as a mistaken choice by a sixth

of the dissatisfied youth in the academic course. But over-all the main reasons

for being in the "wrong" curriculum, 'whatever that curriculum might be, were

stated as parental or teacher pressures.

(4) It is interesting to find that the highest proportions of students in

other than their preferred course who gave as the reason failure to pass or to

do well enough on examinations were youth in the two streams that are most sele,:-

tive for ability: the academic general course and the technical-secondary curri-

culum. In part again this reflects failure to gain access to the technical junior
curriculum

colleges, but there are also minorities in the technical/who sought access to the

academic general courses and vice versa.

(5) Finally, there were clear associations, and in the expected directions,

among (a) perceptions of the value of technical versus general education as pre-

paration for entry to the labor market directly from secondary school, (b) whe-

ther youth were enrolled in the technical course an the one hand or in a general

or commerce course on the other, and (c) their preferences relative to the courses

in which they were enrolled.

IV. The Higher Education Decision

It was in analysis of the decision to continue into higher education or to

go directly into the labor market that we were able to make the most adequate use
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of human-investment theory for the analysis of behavior. And at the same time,

the higher education decisioi. constitutes a second focal point for investigating

forces affecting the distribution and incidence of educational opportunities among

the populations of the secondary schools.

It was hypothesized that youth seek entry to institutions of higher educa-

tion according to their perceptions (and their parents' perceptions) of net

benefits of such decisions with respect to career prospects. Those prospects are

viewed in terms both of expected monetary rewards and of preferences relating to

other aspects of career options associated with direct labor-market entry or

higher education. Young people make this decision subject to three main con-

straints: (a) individual ability or achievement levels in school; (b) economic

ability to pay (in an imperfect capital market) for the financing of investments

in one's self -even setting income effects on purchase of higher education as a

luxury consumer good aside; an/. in some cases (c) claims of family enterprise on

the youth's services, along with special opportunities such enterprise provides

for him. Without further specification the third of these constraints is ambi-

guous in the direction of its effects, however.

Among other testable propositions we introduced the hypothesis that con-

trolling for parental backgrounds, information concerning 'rid perceptions of the

advantages of obtaining further education would be a positive function of degree

of metropolitanism; the more metropolitan areas presumably make more visible

both a wide range of career options and educational selectivity into those ca-

reers. We anticipated also that experience in the upper-secondary schools, in-

cluding not only school activities and training per se but also peer-group

traits and increased knowledge of the adult world generally, would modify ini-

tial perceptions of college options and the subsequent implications of the

higher education decision. The findings concerning secondary-school course pre-



ferences initially and by hindsight had already indicated that substantial shi

do in fact occur, and that they arc especially important precisely where inforn

tion is most limited and direction of endeavor least defined. Among the critic

questions concerning the higher-education decision that we attempted to resolve

in some part at least was the extent to which decisions at entry to secondary

school and at the transition from secondary education to universities or the

labor market are interconnected. To avoid a too-lengthy presentation of the

many components of the analysis of the university decision and factors surround-

ing it, this summary of the findings will draw directly from the last summary

pages of Volume III, with only minor modifications.

1. It is evident that in Japan the choice of an academic general a.!',

against any other upper-secondary curriculum is for most youth simultaneously

a decision pro or con with respect to higher education, and is indeed so

viewed. But this is by no means the whole story. There are minorities of aca-

demic students who do not even take examinations for entry to institutions of

higher education, and there are non-academic general and vocational students who

do go on to higher education. Proportions of youth taking examinations for

higher education ranged between 10 and 20 per cent among the student populations

of the vocational schools. The lowest proportions are the agriculture students,

who have the fewest hours in basic language, mathematics and science courses.

The highest proportions among vocational students are those in the commerce

courses, with technical-course students falling in between.

2. Agricultural and technical course students planning on higher educa-

tion arc most often looking toward a continuation of specialization, but in

greater depth and presumably with a strengthening of broad theoretical compe-

tencies to back up their expertise. Such commitments are especially clear

among many of the technical-school students; the focused determination of



technical-school students seeking higher education is dramatically evidenced in

the high proportions of those youth who state definitely thct they will take n

year or more as ronin if necessary to achieve their goals. This is not neces-

sarily a m:Itter of a shit rrr peccentio since entry to upper-secondary school;

:-,ary of these colic-Jo-oriented technical students had at least junior college

ambitions from the start, and actually tried to get into the technical junior

colleges. But there has also been a sorting out of ability within the technical

streams, and youth who have been most successful there have set their sights on

full university education. Because they have proved themselves in an upper-

secondary cdueation that had strong mathematical-theoretical underpinnings, they

are also in most instances happy wit } oricotod toward pursuit of higher

technical studies. 1i survival and re-creation of technical education more in

a German-French than an American pattern unquestionably cc-i, s to the for-

mation of tii,s ambitious elite among the technical-sL-hoo. They hzive no

real counterpart in the commerce or agricultural second:

3. High parental edocation and occupational statu,, ignificant

effects on the likelihood of taring university exam ifluenceinati,

.soperates both via selection into the academic upper-sec , in the

first place and subsequently, whatever tne secondary CQUL:t :t an in-

dividual level the former is the more important influence, imrther

Lwithin-course effects of parental education operate mainly wish sons

from the least educated homes (with the smallest proport aniversity-

sentrance examinations) from ?,,Tents areothers. The non-academi

a dramatic exception; parental education differentiates .y :e otith very

sharply with respect to their college orientations and ea; ',ehavior as

they approach graduation. Within-course effects of fatli %.. itional status



are limited, though relationships are generally ordered in the expected diretie!:

among students in the vocational curricula. That is, the higher his father's

occupational status the greater the likelihood that a youth will seek university

ec,ucation; the lower the father's occupational status the less the likelihood

that he will do so.

No such monotonic relationship appears among the academic general students,

however. Indeed; among college-preparatory students a youth from the most hum-

ble background is mole, not less, likely to take examinations for university

than a classmate whose father was a highly skilled manual worker or in the

lower ranges of clerical employment. Sons of ordinary semi-skilled or unskilled

workers who enter academic upper-secondary courses are a very select group of

young men, both in their own ability and in the extent to which, one way or an-

other, economic obstructions to the financing of education have already been

overcome.

4. Among youth in the commerce, technical, and non-academic general curri-

cula, classroom composition has a highly significant effect on the likelihood of

college attendance even after controlling for the student's on background.

This relationship is especially strong among students in the commerce course,

reflecting characteristics of these students, their families and their expecta-

tions that become clear only with Examination of their further career expecta-

tions and correlates of those expectations.

S. An analysis using schools as the units of observation permitted us to

check on relationships among curriculum content, classroom socio-economic com-

position, and proportions actively seeking higher education as measured by the

taking of examinations. "Curliculum" in this analysis was a cardinal measuli
crimlin, in

1n language, mathematics and science. Using reduced-form equations, tint aur-

lysis showed that ,ontrolling for curriculum there was no systematic upward
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bias in single-equation estimates of effects of classroom composition on rate of

entry to universities. The identification problem in sorting out effects of

parental background on university aspirations once a youth has enrolled in a

given course from the effects of enrolment in that course on propensities to at-

tend college is resolved, if we can call it a resolution, in the conclusion that

indeed the process works both ways, and independently as well as interactively.

Given these findings the initial structural equations may be interpreted with

somewhat more confidence, at least in the general orders of magnitude they sug-

gest. Both classroom socio-economic composition and school curriculum come

through strongly in the explanation of proportions taking examinations, with

classroom composition in rirst place by a modest margin.

6. Empirically, the first effect of parental incomes is on whether young

people attend upper-secondary school at all, and if so where. Thf.: very poorest

youth arc usually filtered out even before entry to any sort of upper secondary

school; the most favorably situated financially are the most likely to find

their way into a university- preparatory stream provided they have the wish to do

so. But economiclly advantaged students (taking relative parental incomes as

tile measure) are also found in significant numbers in the commerce courses,

which send m of their graduates on to college than do any other except he

academic general course.

7. At the transition from secondary school to labor market or university

parental incomes are again relevant not mcrely as predictors of whether a young

man will go on to higher education but also as to what sort of education he

will pursue and where. Those whose parents had the lowest incomes, the least

education, and the humblest occupations most often went directly to tY. labor

market; next cones night school college and university courses (except in rural

areas), then national and public colleges and universities, and finally the
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private colleges and universities. Taking both sexes together, among the young

people attending college or university, less than a fifth of those from the low-

est income families attended private institutions and less than a lenth attend-

ed the largely female day junior colleges; among college youth whose parents

had incomes of 82;500 a year or more, attendant -: at national universities was

only double that for the lowest income group, whereas attendance at private

universities is multiplied almost twenty times and young women were going in

large numbers into the junior colleges.

8. Among the young men there can be no question but that as family in-

comes rise a number of factors combine to raise both rates of university atxen-

dance generally and attendance at private universities in particular. For one
the

thing,/trade-off between higher money outlays for attendance at private insti-

tutions and the costs of taking time as ronin in the attempt to gain entry to

less expensive, heavily subsidized education in national and public institutions

will look very different. In addition, while high scholastic ability may. be a

necessary condition for securing economic assistance (directly or indirectly),

less able youth with stronger economic backing can buy their way into college

without facing severe academic competition. The interpersonal and related

career-opportunity network may also be quite different, especially when we

contrast the business community and sons of successful smaller businessmen

with the professions, government bureaucracies, and corporate bodies. And

there can be no doubt but that the proportions of young people wb)se parents

conceive continuation in schools as primarily a consumer luxury and a gentle-

manly "finish:ng" activity rises at an increasing rate as family incomes begin

to approach the upper docile.

9. On the negative side, youth whose fathers were deceased were the

Ik2ast likely to anticipate college attendance, especially among those in the



commerce and technical curricula. There is also some negative effect on univer-

sity aspirations among agricultural students of residence in the more remote

rural locations, which may be both a communication and information effect and a

cost effect of relative inaccessibility to higher institutions. Conversely,

the initial hypothesis concerning positive effects of metropolitanism on col-

lege orientation was confirmed exactly where it was appropriate; among students

in the general courses.

10. In a very simple world in which "other things were equal" we could

predict with reasonable assurance that the greater the difference between earn-

ings anticipated with and without higher education, the greater the likelihood

that an individual would opt for entrance to university and would take examina-

tions to that end. Indeed, we can apply this sort of reasoning in a very per-

missive decision model that gives wide scope for non-monetary preferences and

for variations among individuals in those preferences. However, the iarious

"other things," including inter-person differences both in non-monetary pre-

ferences and in real costs of further education, confound use of this conven-

tional and otherwise powerful, as well as highly generalized economic decision

model for the prediction of which individuals will and which will not elect to

continue their education. the conventional model predicts only that if you in-

crease the anticipated earning differential for a given individual you increase

the likelihood that he will opt for higher education, and if you do this for

an entire group of individuals you increase the proportion among the group who

will make the co:lege choice. The tests we used in comparing groups of college-

oriented with other students according to their perceptions of prospective earn-

ings differentials between university and non-university men are not the same

thing, but they oo provide rough substitutes. Those substitutes constitute a

strong test in that negative resu Its could still be entirely consistent with



conventional theory; they negate only a rigid formulation that says the other

things are either unimportant or invariant across the units of observation.

For this analysis we used two indicators. One was the difference between.

projected incomes 20-30 years into the future if an individual received univer-

sity education and it he did not. The other took those predictions and re-

lated them to perceptions of earnings that would be foregone while attending

uni%?crzity.

The results supported the "economic" or investment decision hypothesis

among students in the urban general streams; in every school the anticipated

differentials were greter among the students taking examinations than among

those anticipating direct labor-market entry. On the average there was con-

firmation among the commerce students as well. Taking all students across

courses but for the urban and rural populations separately, again those anti-

cipating college projected greater economic advantages of college education

than did the non-college men; this was especially striking among rural youth.

On the other hand, there was very little contrast between the responses of stu-

dents taking examinations and those not taking them withil, the technical

courses, in the urban agricultural schools, Dr in the rural general schools.

Other factors predominated ih sorting these students out between college and

labor market--notably; financial ccnstraints, inadequate performance as a

scholar, and pressures to terminate schooling to participate innediataly in a

family undertaking.

V. The Post-School Years

It is toward the post-school years that all of these decisions and the

educational endeavors in the upper-secondary and the higher institutions are

mainly directed. But leaving school and starting to work is not the end of



the story. In some respects it is only a beginning, albeit a beginning strong-

ly conditic d by what has gone before. It is in the career sequences after

leaving school, with their multiple dimensions in types of work, occupational

status, employment status, and learning and earning components, that human be-

ings reach toward the full maturity of their contributions to society and the

full realizations or frustrations of their hopes. It is through these post-

school years that the society is tested, furthermore, with respect to what its

schools have done, how well its economic institutions and labor-market pro-

cesses utilize and further develop human competencies, and how effectively

all of these serve human needs and hopes. The simplest way to begin to talk

about this here is at its beginning.

At Labor Market Entry

What happens at entry to the labor market is a matter of considerable

moment from at least two, very different perspectives. This is the critical

point at which really major shifts in occupational structure are most easily

brought about, as new men (and women) begin to work an older people retire.

The importance of this shift is easily seen in an analysis of the Japanese

data, as in data for any ongoing economy. In particular, for example, agricul-

ture is a shrinking industry and new entrants to agricul' re are substantially

fewer relative to their age cohorts than the proportions of the total labor

force in such employment; indeed there is significant net migration out of

agriculture at all ages below 40 or 45. ca.-.while, technicians have been few

and the new graduates entering such jobs contribute substantially to the sup-

ply.

But if the labor-market entry point is important for its contribution to

changes in the over-all occupational structure, it is no less important from

the point of view of the young people who are boarding the "career buses" that



may take them in one direction or another, at greater or lesser speeds. This

is not to say that the first job determines everything thereafter. There may

be and in fact are shifts in the early years of working life for many young

people; but even the nature of those shifts and their sequential effects will

be in part a function of the first regular or full-time job after leaving

school. These early years are the period in which the contacts and communica-

tion networks on which many future opportunities rest take their shape., and.

they are the critical years for selective learning on the job--whether there

is substantial learning, and if so where it can lead.

Graduates of the commerce courses excepted, there were substantial mi-

norities of terminal graduates of all curricula going into technical, skilled

and semi-skilled manual occupations. Among technical-course students the

funncling into technical-manual employments was extreme; overall, tting

national, public and private institutions together, over 90 per cent entered

technical or skilled and semi-skilled manual employments, only 4 to 5 per cent

entered white-collar jobs. The students frcm the commerce courses WE:2 almost

as extreme in the other direction, with almost 90 per cent of their graduates

entering clerical and sales jobs. "There can be no question but that the stream-

ing of students in the technical and commerce curricula, whatever its origin,

carries over into types of work in their first full-time employments. The

situation with respect to agricultural schools is more ambiguous, with some-

thing like half entering agriculture, a third going into technical and non-

farm manual jobs :Aid about a sixth becoming clerical or sales workers. Fin-

ally, tue distribution of entry occupations among terminal general students

was spread over the occupation categories, with a moderate concentration in

clerical jobs.
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On the whole there was a remarkable close convergence between these reali-

zations with respect to entry jobs at completion of upper secondary school and

the first jobs anticipated by the youth in our samples of seniors in 1966.

There was one fairly important discrepancy, however. This was in the propor-

tions of technical-school youtn-who looked to white-collar employment. Among

youth in our sample, which'is entirely from the public upper-secondary schools

(the vast bulk of the upper-secondary school Population) a seventh were seek-

ing or anticipated white-collar employments as against only 4 per cent enter-

ing such jobs from technical seconeary schools in the previous year. That in

this case there was indeed a discrepancy between preferer'.es and hopes on the

one hand, likely realizations on the other, can hardly be questioned--though

the discrepancy is not a major one. In no other instance was there any signi-

ficant discrepancy at all. Khatever the constraints on opportunities or free-

dom of choice, they do not show up in a specification of immediate job expec-

tations contrary to objective evidence concerning operations of the labor mar-

ket for new graduates of the upper-secondary institutions.

It is unfortunate that we have no evidence to test as to whether the close

links bets,.een technical andkcommercial education and entry occupations will

persist, how far they may be modified subsequentlyespecially in view of the

fact that the whole system of recruitment into the labor markets from the up-

per secondary schools tend in the first instance to "fit" the schooling and

the job to each other across the person. That some important shifts in kinds

of activities do in fact occur is evident from the analysis of cohort net

shifts in Chapter VI, but this can give us only the minimal figure for changes

in types of occupations that must necessarily have taken place to have pro-

duced the net changes in occupational silcturcs by age actually observed over

a five-yedi pe A kuite different perspvctive is to lool, dt what youth in
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the final year of upper-secondary school perceived as their ultimate occupa-

tional Joals or destinations, and how far they anticipated shifts in type of

occupation along the way.

Perceived Occunational Destinations

Once again we proceed.by listing a few main findings.

(1) There were substantial-minorities of young people in all curricula

who had difficulty in specifying their longer-range occupational hopes or ex-

pectations, but the largest proportions were among students in the non-academic

general courses. This finding is fully in accord with such evidence as is

available for the United States. In Japan as here, the terminal general-

course student tends to be negatively selected in terms of either achievement

motivation or ability, and in any case has the vaguest ideas as to where he

is going or wants to go. In Japan especially he is very likely to be a rural

youth who has yet to find his way into and in urban life. And it is safe to

presume that in Japan as in the United States the graduate of the terminal

general course will wander a bit before he finds his career path. nether lie

will encounter more or fewer difficulties on this score in the one country or

the other, and why, is a question that could be of great interest but on which

we have no evidence. It is important, meanwhile, that we not he mislead into

generalizing too readily with respect to the general-course graduate as compared
With the graduate of the agricultural or the commerce
school; unless he is going into farming the youth from the agricultural course

is in much the same position as the graduate of the non-academic general cur-

riculum, and the commerce student differs from these primarily in being more

often urban. Overall the most remarkable thing that could he said about youth

who were unable to respond or who gave inadequate answers with respect to ulti-

mate occupational goals and expectations was how little they differed from

youth who did respond--in family background, community traits, and even curri-

culum.

xlii
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(2) Associations between types of occupations of fathers and types of occu-

nations anticipated for their mature years by the students were highly signifi-

cant, but there were maiked shifts in the distributions. Those shifts were

toward professional ambitions generally and toward higher technical jobs in

particular, at both professional and technician levels. The intergeneration

movement (or aspired movement) in favor of the professional and high-level

technician category is not matched by any ambition among the unskilled to be-

come skilled workers; it is an expression of ambitions among sons of skilled

and semi-skilled men, but especially the former, to rise along technical rather

than desk-tyre traditional white-collar employments. But many youth in the

academic as well as the technical courses, and coming from diverse parental

backgrounds, also expressed hopes and ambitions for technical or engineering

careers.

(3) Although the students showed some inclination toward hopes for ultimate

attainment of official or managerial posts in government exceeding their parents'

representatic) in such positions, still only a very small minority expressed

such hopes or preferences. Their numbers are substantially fewer than the pro-

i.ortions (still not large) who gave government as a preferred employer when

asked siriply to check preferences with respect to type of employer (including

self or family),

(4) 'loch more striking are the ambitions to become business managers or

proprietors (other than in retail trade) especially among students in the ''om

mcrce and th, non-academic general courses.

(5) The shift out of agriculture is manifest in all Larricula, but especi-

all iriong strients in the non-academic general course. lore surprising is the

d,op in the aglicultural schools--from c2 Fer cent of fathers engaged in agri-

cu'lure to 55 per cent of students anticinating such A 111C. Ibis is despite



the fact that the 58 per cent includes some sons of unskilled laborers and also

that it includes youth noping to become agricultural agent,, or officials as well

as those who looked forward 40 4- 'ng. That enrolment in the agricultural

course is no guarantee that a yo,_., man would enter agriculture, even when he

was the son of a farmer, is evident. Other parts of our data demonstrate un-

ambiguously what this evidence also suggested, that the choice of the agricul-

tural curriculum is more often effect than cause of the intent of pursuing an

agricultural career.

{6) Anticipations of attaining high occupational status levels were much

greater among those expecting to go to university than among other students,

and correspondingly high among students in the academic general course, though

numbers of youth in the technical streams had ambitions for attaining at least

moderately high managerial or semi-professional positions.

(7) Khile sons of men in the t,o highest occupational status categories

generally anticipated relatively high oocunational status attainments them-

selves, there was no systematic relationship between parental status and son's

aspiration otherwise. In fact youth ron the most humble homes tended to ex-

press more ambitious "realistic" hopes (i; ich were distinguished from "dreams,"

another questic,a) than did youth in the r ddle of the parental status range.

This pattern persisted even when we ,21iminated rural students. It is the other

side of the observation made earli. r, that the upper-secondary sons of men in

the unskilled or semi-skilled rant', were exceptional in having gained access to

upper-secondary education in the first place.

(8) Earnings expectations for the ma'ure years were best explained by uni-

versity intentions (taking the examinations), by parental income, and by a Pre-

ference or expectation of independence or employment in a family enterpris,-,

rather than any sort of wlge and salarc I carloyl7cni. Among course typo,. the
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Highest overage earnings expectations for mature years were of course those of

students in the academic stream, ninety per cent of Wilom looked to attending

university.. It came J, ,iiiiii(Ahing of A suri.rise, however, to find that the high-

est mean otherwise was in the anticilu of ,tudents in the agriculture curri-

culum--and this despite the fact that otherwise iural students had much lower

perceptions of future earnings (their &NA) or snecified accord.ng to university

or non-university education) that characterized students in urban settings.

Anticipated Occurational Changes
in the Career Sequence

There are a number of reasons for expecting that inter-occunational move-

ments (ger A man's life rill normally occur within clusters of activities of

mole or less the sure general type except, perhdps,as a change in "tree" may

he involved in the acquisition of managerial authority. It is nrohahly

characteristic of all societies, and certainly of Japan and the United States,

that the age pattern for piaTortions in managerial positions rises from a very

fii;ire in the early years to a peal, in the late forties or the fifties, do-

lining w.ly slightly hefore rulativ.21y oni.ersal retili.ment years. ibis

pl noenon is kf couri-e reflecic(1 in the anticipations of IlUr shut let

Hs tALC no in roie systematic order.

II 'Ernim ;:l an'icipated occupat ional change:; hetwoen entry job and mature

occnration wa,. evidenced among youth expecting to start out :n agriculture and

'elated (.nts. :Viking sons ef laimers attending rural schools, the group

rust 10ely to enter agriculture in the first place, two-thirds expected to re-

pain in tnis field throuhout their lives. the anticipated out-migrations from

agricailtuial ttyitiel ..rc in accord iiith 0112 oui analysis of cohort data sug-

ted, ;hough the rate of out-mgration fJggested by these students is r-odest.

(21 to :-tarting in agriculture in their ev,ectcd adh(,renec to

NJ%



initial type of occupation vere those who stipulated an expectation of entry to

higher white-collar positions, including non-technical professional occupations;

these ,ere mainly students who expected to attend university.

(3) Half of the youth attending urban schools and anticipating that their

first jobs would be at higher technical levels expected to continue in that

category throughout their lives. The single most important category to which

they expected to mora was to managerial posts in which they would continue to

use and build on their technical qualifications. It was above all youth in the

technical schools who dreamed these dreams, and not just as "dreams" bur in re-

sponse to the question concerning "realistic" expectations.

(4) file only other category that approached a 50 per cent persistence rate

was students who expected to start in retailing and services, and among these

only the sons of non-farmers attending rural schools. Otherwise youth expect-

ing to start in retailing or in service occupations saw this as a temporary

activity, usually leading into one or another white-collar or desk job in other

fields. So did yoath stipulating clerical or lower manual lobs at the start.

(5) It is only among the university-directed youth and among youth in the

academic curriculum in particular that as many as half of those looking ultimate-

ly to White collar employments expected to start out in such jobs. nil the other

hand, a vast majority of those specifying as their long-run expectations techni-

cal-manual employments expected to start in that general c:Jegory. Unquestion-

ably we are observing in these data the combined effects of perceived limita-

tions with respect to acquisition of appropriate qualifications in crossing

0111: to another of the tijOr types of occupations and the negative status

i-plications of mmement into the technical-r,nual category without major in-

.ist;A,lits in acquisition of technical skills.

Haw tar vtuth coming from the technical curricula may he able to shift
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without losing ground will depend upon both the extent to which their schooling

supported acquisition o5 language a- well as mathematical skills and how far

the labor market structures and processes open up or impede opportunities for

development of the kinds of contacts and post-school learning experienced by

youth going directly into white-collar employments. It i- by no means acciden-

tal that how far students perceived training in the firm as a desirable oppor-

tunity was negatively associated with the status and earnings levels they

hoped and expected ultimately to attain. This is in part because training was

perceived ; too limited a sense, which brings us to a sixth point.

(6) imere has been and is a very open structure within big enterprises

in Japan, with relatively little tradition of "job analysis" l'ut much moving

about of men and adaptive adjustments both in the organization of work in the

enterprisr and the reshaping of men to the tasks. Just how that system is

changing today and how the opportunities for such informal but extensive learn-

ing at work relate and will relate to school education is a question that would

he well worth careful stuns.

VI. Concerning being Inderk:ndent

Renders who may be interested in our findings concerning percentions of

labor markets, labor mobility, and related matters among our sample of students

and their fathers h,d hest tarn to the third section cf Chanter VI, where the

nature the opinionaire and resoonses to it are elaborated. Rut before clos-

ing this -vervicw there is one further theme that deserves special even if only

brief mention. This is the matter of interplay between parental independent

enterprise status and the parameters of educational and career decisions.

Hlri)UhOtIt we discovered marked contrasts between the sons of wage and sala-

ried men and the suns of MCI] in independent or far.ily activities. Frief ft to



has already been taken of this in connection with sons of farmers, and the

circumstances under which they enter agriculture. But that is only one asnect

of the picture. Among sons of non-farm enterprisers there was, not unexpected-

ly, a distinctively greater inclination toward independent enterprise even when

not in the family firm. Mere was also quite a different set of perceptions

with resp'ct to the value of higher education and the proSpects without it.

And there was of course a tendency to greater optimism with respect to future

economic successes, ,together with anticinations of more steeply rising

income streams. There was also in some cases a special constraint on the op-

tions a youth felt were open to him. There is nothing at all surprising in

the fact that one young man could write: "I have good news. The family

business is going bankrupt so now I can go ahead with my studies." The fact

is that thr, parameters of educational and career decisions are very substanti-

ally affected by whether one's parents are salaried pc,,,ple or in business.

This situation al.ers both the non-monetary parameters of choice and the econo-

mics of benefit-cost assessments more narrowly defined.



CHAPTER I

AN OH fENTATION: QUESTIONS AND MODELS

Over the decades since World War II, in nation after nation,

education has expanded at a pace heretofore unimagined, This

phenomenon has precipitated problems and thrown up questions with

respect to social policy that are unprecedented in their scale and

their ramifications. It has also brought education to a new and

central place in the behavioral sciences, and in economics in par-

ticular.

This monograph, which forms part of a larger research into

schools and the labor market in Japan, is itself one small reflection

of the growing policy and social science concerns with euncation.

Although its or ruin and analytical base rests primarily in economic

theory, the monograph dr acts some essential sociological concepts

and measures into its human-investment -decision fran,ework. And

though it takes Japanese iippci -secondary-school youth as its central

concern, the secondary school and its students are seen in the con-

text of an ongoing career t.h.n,clopmt...nt process --a process in which

schooling- career sequences are affected by both selection into the

schools and universities grid the sti uctucs And modes of operatiol

of labor markets.

1
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To provide an orientation in some of these respects we have

divided this introductory chapter into five sections. Section I sets

out in informal non-technical language some of the key substantive

questions around which this moqograph will be centered, and

Section II gives a short statement concerning choice of Japan for our

investigations. Section III comments briefly on the nature of the

standard monetary decision model most widely used in empirical

studies of education as an investment, with brief hints concerning the

place of that model (and some of its variants) in later chapters of

this book. Section IV is by far the most extensive in this chapter.

In Section IV a more generalized, sequential human-investment and

career decision model is presented; this model permits the inclusion

of both monetary and non-monetary factors in the analysis of human

investment decisions ;Ind career choice instead of admitting the latter

only as control variables. Section V adds brief comments on human-

investment in the post-schooling stages, by firms as well as individuals,

and on the placing of these decisions in a broader economic-system con-

text.

I. Sonic hm)ortant Questions

Among the cdacational issues that cat across nations, none

are more in] portant than those centering in the secondary schools,

with their key roles in preparing youth for entry directly into the labor

market, or in selecting and channeling them through institutions of

'01
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higher education. This monograph concentrates, accordingly, on

secondary schools in the Japanese educational system and in Japanese

society. Its empirical base rests primarily on a special survey of

seven thousand senior secondary school students, but those data are

supplemented by drawing upon some of the results of a companion

survey of their fathers and of fathers of primary school children, and

by the use of complementary evidence from a variety of published

sources. With a few incidental exceptions, the analysis is concerned

with males only. We look especially into questions such as the following:

(1) How far does access to this key segment of the educational

system reach out to the masses of the population? Is there something

approaching "equality of opportunity" in education at this level, and

as among the various types of schools and curricula? What are the

constraints on youth from various social and economic backgrounds

at this critical human-investment decision point, when a youth goes

either into the labor ni'Arket or to one or another type of upper

secondary school?

(2) What are the associations between type of secondary school

and the aspirations and expectations of last-year students with respect

to college or university attendance? How far do other factors work

with or against type of school in (1(1(-wining aspirations for entry to

university, either directly front upper :-;ceondary scil(io] or after a

further year or 'core in study (as runic) to r ctake cutrarwe examina-

tions? flow far are college aspirations realized, under what conditions?
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And how far are alternative kinds of learning and training perceived

as substitutes--or perceived at all? Here again we are examining

a critical. set of human-investment decisions at au important stage

in the unfolding of ultimate career patterns.

(3) What perceptions do upper secondary school students

display in their ultimate career aspirations and expectations, and

what are the associations between those perceptions and the type of

upper secondary school attended, family background and experience,

characteristics of the community, college aspirations? How far can

we disentagle these influences, to sort out and identify the effects of

occupational aspirations on the type of course chosen versus effects

of type of course on expectations for subsequent careers? Taking

quite another point of view, may the over-all distributions of students'

projected occupations be regarded as realistic within the limits of

any objectively conceivable quantitative projections of "manpower

requirements" of the future? If not, arc the major discrepancies

between student expectations and those of manpower projectors of a

kind that suggests any need for modification in educational policies

or are they in fact quite irrelevant on that score'?

(4) How do students in the various kinds of upper secondary

schools perceive the stiwcture of Japanese labor markets and the

implications of that structure for their career prospects. And how

do those perceptions (7011)pare \v it h the ways their fathers see the

labor markets, or with available evidence from other sources'? This

3
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group of questions necessarily includes consideration of opportunities

for training and learning within industry and the degree to which

promotion is perceived as dependent upon prior schooling, perfor-

mance on the job, or seniority, It is of course closely linked to both

(3) and (5),

(5) What are student perceptions of their earnings potentials,

of the time paths of such earnings, and of effects of university

attendance on earnings prospects? Controlling for parental income

and status, do students in the various secondary school curricula

differ in these perceptions, and if so what might this imply with re-

spect to the human investment decisions at the points of entry to the

various upper secondary schools, to universities, and to one type

of employment versus another'?

(6) Do the decision patterns delineated in the above analyses

look "economically rational" in comparisons with evidence on actual

earnings of an age-education cross-section of ..i.ipanese wage and

salary workers? flow do they compare with patterns found for wage

and salary workers in our samples of father's of primary and secondary

school children- -or with those displayed in reports of our parallel

sample of self -employed men or members and heads of family

businesses? And again, how far might the disparities in these bits of

evidence derive from dynamic changes in the Japanese economy; how

rat' may they reflect nothing more than gross ignorance on the part of

strident respondents so far as age-education-earnings pattern.; of the

4
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present are concerned? The Se, of course, are not questions to which

there can be exact or firm answers, but they are important questions

nonetheless- -for both applications of economic decision theory as an

explanatory hypothesis and for social evaluation of allocation of re-

sources to human resource formation,

II, Remarks on the Choice of Japan for
this Research

Japan was choSen for this study primarily because of its in-

trinsic interest, whether we look primarily through the eyes of a

behavioral scientist or an educational policy-rnak.r?r, In addition,

relevant published Japanese data are exceptional in their coverage

and their reliability. And last, but by no means least, qualified

Japanese colleagues were interested and ready to collaborate in

carrying out a special survey among the senior secondary school

students and their fathers (along with fathers of primary school

children from the same catchment areas).

Japan must he of special interest to the United States for a

number of reasons that could be summed up in a paradoxical juxta-

position--the notable similarity in sonic key attributes that are highly

relevant to the interplay between the schools and the economy, but

the equally notable sharp contrasts in other critical and highly relevant

matters. This situation provides interesting possibil,ties for analytical

comparisons, though it is also :;lippery, and looliing across societies
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such as tht e, one must be continuously on guard to distinguish the

mirage from the ground beneath it. With tnis warning, we present a

grossly over-simplified preliminary summarization of some of the

relevant commonalities and contrasts.

Japan resembles the United States in the wide diffusion of

secondary and higher education among her people, and the high prag-

matic value placed on education. The Japanese have an extremely

diversified school system, and a continuum in quality on prestige of

both higher and secondary institutions that matches ours; this diversity

is in part, but only in part, a reflection of the reformation of the

Japanese school system in an American image during the American

occupation period following World War II. Japanese pupils also

exhibit as wide a variability in performance on achieVement tests as

ours. The Japanese have shared with us in an ethic of hard work,

though in traditional Japan that ethic was not bound up with the philo-

sophical individualism with which it was allied historically in this

country. As we will show, intergeneration mobility in education and

in occupational status is and has been high in Japan, as in the United

States; indeed, the rapici pace of economic change in Japan virtually

ensures zi high degree of intergenerational mobility in occupational

status. Finally, the Japanese have a substantial highly technological

modern sector in their economy, and the Japanese economy operates

as an increasingly open market system overall despite the much be-

labored "dualism." At no time, even in her most nationalist clays,
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has Japan stood in opposition to the market system as a matter of

principle.

Against this background of characteristics that are shared in

significant degree, some important contrasts stand out all the more

clearly. First of all, despite some broad common features of the

Japanese and American economies, the structure of the Japanese

economy and of Japanese labor markets in particular has been very

different from ours. The root of the difference centers in Japan's

high degree of paternalism and attachment of individuals to their

patrons, and through these patrons either directly or indirectly to

their employers. The most widely cited element in this complex is

the so-called "life cornmitmc: system" in larger enterprises. The

"life commitment system, " w'dch arose in this form only when Japan

was well into the twentieth century, has undoubtedly been receding in

importance over the past decade, and the associated dualism that

characterized Japanese labor markets fifteen years ago is also re-

ceding. But this process is by no nwans complete; even if a

permanent shift is taking place, present and pasi contrasts with the

United States in these aspects of labor markets have conditioned

associations between types and levels of scihealing and career patterns

in ways that remain distinctive. One of the interesting questions

today how these labor market structures and changes i a thcm may,

condition student per( iptions of pro:ircitive career alternatives in the

future, and percept ions of effects of formal schooling on those alternatives.
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delMeration dcf;.--inlr. v,liatc!ver the aitis

I! 011t 1",ICI(7rS 1 hat 011111Vate HO i1111,11. i011 into

nrh(o Secdn(i'l, turbo school versus

another, arid v,iiiitever the factors that constrain or nlock such choices,

they arc anguest onahly important from a Stictly human investment

and -opportunity point of view. So are decisions to take a

part-time or less demanding job in order to have the time and energy

to Colitione one's education in night school. Indeed, among the most

important hunia»-investment decisions are job choices at the labor

market entry point between alternatives that pay relatively well to

start with but promise little advance in the future as against those

that may bring in less initially but provide learning and promotion

opportunities, with higher earnings later on. Similar decisions may

be made again and yet again at later stages in a man's career. The

scope for' such choices, bot'i at the entry point and later, will of

coorS0 be a function both of a man's prior schooling and of the struc-

ture of the labor market.

A human- investment decision model that took all relevant

factors fully into account from the start would he an unwieldy affair,

and it is no accident that psychologists, for example, tend to place

their emphasis on elements in these decisions that discriminate most

sharply among individuals, whereas economists simplify in quite

another direction, selecting for particular attention those variables

that will permit the rcady incorporation of individual decision models
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jntr, )1' adyistincnts and interactions in total L'...onoznic

systems or nil thereof. In its most abstract form the economist's

decision model is general ()tic, nevertheless, E.Lcitnitting a full

rang(' of prefurenc( s and attitudes. It is essentially "static" in that

it does not incorporate a theory of change in preferences and attitudes,

but it does allow for the sequential effects of prior dee sions on later

ones within an "other things equal" setting, Such moods contain im-

plicit (or explicit) specifications of just what tile "other things equal"

assumptions entail with respect both to the pararreters of choice and

to the individual's knowledge about those paramete:s.

In its simplest, and in some ways most pow,....frl, form the

economist's human investment decision model is limited to monetary

costs and returns; only. This is the skeleton model with which n-,ost

of the human-investment literature begins, and we will do the same,

But first a word is in order concerning the conflicts and/or non-

communication between sociologists and economists in treatment of

non-monetary components of career preferences. Unquestionably

some economists have becn guilty of inappropriate empirical applica-

tions of simplistic human-investment decision models. But more

often what is involved in sociologists' attacks on the economic analysis

is an unstated difference in approach to a problem and frequently a

difference in definition of the problem itself and what is interesting

about it. Thus the sociologist is more likely to look for the most

important" determinants of behavior, measuring 'limy)! tance'' either

V:
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resoonsys on questionnaires (of \-arying tiegrees ut inethodolopjcal

soph stieatton) in much of the variance in behacon Mme variable

versus another e:\plains statistically. The economist, on the other

hand, is more interested in how many people would respond, or by

how much, to a given change in a particular variable, holding other

things constant; he is ntore interested in the regression coefficients

than in the correlation coefficients. This mode of analysis does not

hinge on the use of monetary measures; on the contrary, it could apply

to anythMg whatsoever. But it is distinctively an economist's way of

thinking in that these questions are "marginal" ones--hew much dif-

ference does something make? And this method of thinking is at the

heart of both resource allocation theory with respect to economic

systems as a whole, and decision theory applied to individuals

whether as maximrLers of "profits" or of "utility." It is this appro-Lqi

that permits the economist to concentrate on monetary returns and

costs even in situations in which responses to them II ay he quite

"inelastic." But, equally important, in empirical applications the

economist must be quite as careful as other social seientist to loo.,

in.() the "other things that must he held constant" and to assess their

effects. Ultimately, this can bring us full circle back to non-monetary

preferences and then on to monetary benefit/cost assessments and sup-

ply elasticities once again,

Basically, stripped to its hones, capital theory as applied to

Investment in human beings is ,ery sinipl.r% It has three essential



comp. nen' (I) the net lift-incoihy st, r an-L associatl`l ,,vith choice of

alternative its say, for example, pursuing a four -year college

edtwation; (2) th(e lit'u-it,(orne sti am associated with choice of alter-

native N, which we may take here to he direct entry into the labor

market upon graduation from high school (in .Japan from upper,

secondary school); and CO some method of adjusting for the fact that

the timing of incomes in these two streams may be quite different and

that $1, 000 today is worth more than the promise of $1, 000 ten years

from now,

The most extensive empirical measurements of effects of

such human investment decisions have used as their first approxima-

tion ;11 the delineation of income stream's the average incomes of

college men and of high school graduates age by age from 18 (at high

school graduation) to retirement (usually taken to be at age 65), These

cross-section data may be acljucted in various way to bring them into

confoi nifty with cohort streams through time (adjustments for effects

Of economic growth on earnings), and to correct for departures from

assumed relevant homogeneities in the base populations (as ability dif-

ferences associated with amount of sehooliog, or race). To start

with, the income stream for the men with the college training includes

a negative sum for dire,'t outlays (l) 1) during the 1)criod of attendance

at college, and c 'pings, if any, during that period will of course be

mit'At lower for the men still in school than for those in the labor market.

1.1 any year t the net earnings of the college men mar then be designated
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as (y
t

-I) I, those at the school men as X.

If one of these streams was higher than ha oilier in all years,

there could 1)1: rro question ah(1111, c hil h WiMICI be ai tiler red, ficMeVer,

in the example we have just cited this wiil rot be the ease. The

college men will have lower or even negative incomes over at least

the first t )ur years, when they are investing in schooling, but at some

point their earnings will rise, and continue, above those of the secon.-

dary school graduates. If timing made no difference, we could simply

add up the incomes of the college stream (including its negative initial

years) and compare them with the sum of incomes of the high school

stream; normally, in the example we have cited, the sum for the

college men would give the higher figure. But this sloes not necessarily

mean that it is preferable, This is where the third element in the in-

vestment assessment comes in, the discounting of incomes according

to the distance into the future before they can be realized. Take the

subscript t to refer to the number of years into tue future at which an

income accrues, with t=0 the year of high school completion and t=n

the last year of working life, and let the discount rate be i. Tli

present value of the college stream Y , and t tot of the high school
O

stream, Xo, are found by the simple summations:

it

t=l (1 -4 i)t
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Thc net henefit in k..hoosing the -01Legc alternative will he:

*
(Y D )

Y
o 0

(1 i)tI= I

Because the Y stream is lower (and even negative) at first, reaching
*its peak later, high interest rates will reduce the value 01 Y more

*
X

*than they reouce the value of X. At some discount raft V and .K0

will be equal; this is the "internal rate of return. At still higher
*rates, X will of course exceed V*, and the preferred choice will be

to stop schooling with completion of high school and enter the labor

force. For some purposes, it is preferable, or a av be more con-

venient, to find the internal rate of return and eorf,pare it with going

rates of interest on other "investments." For other purposes, and

in other situations, there n ay be advantages in taking some external

rate of return, i, judged to be "appropriate" and then setting up com-

parisons of present values of various alternatives. For example, we

will make use of the second procedure in comparing life income streams

anticipated by senior secondary school students who are enrolled in dif-

ferent curricula, 'at a preliminary assumption (later modified) that

costs of the various curricula are all the same.

Another way of working out these sums is to divide the sequence

into two (or more) blocks of time, In our example, we n,ay take the

period t =1 to t---4 as the years in college. The undiscounted cost over

these years of choosing the allege stream is then the simple sum of



tht direct cost-;,, Di and the finicgottc earnings Xi for the .cars

t:olitge attetidan«,., ii,irus any carriing. in sr hool. lisittl_t; toe

same dr-a.tript at as Letore, hint tinrilatin,Lt; costs to the termina-

tion (+1 the college years, gives us:

11

= (I) + ) (1 i)
1 t

tt=i

The returns lc.) this investmeht in the ensuing years, discounted hack

to the date of college graduation, 1.1-(..t then:

0 1 X
I t

t =5 (1 4 i)
t

The interest rate, i, equals the internal rate of return when C

Still confining the analysis to monetary assessments, and to

individuals' investments in themselves, the model just described may

be elaborated in two principal directions. One of these is to extend it

to successive choices of toh alternatives in the post school years;

where thechedees are genuine ones, the decision to take the job with

the initial more intensive learning or training opportunity should he

reflected in a dampening of incomes i the earlier years, but higher

incomes later. This model will he explained more adequately when

we have reason to make explicit empirical use of it, in Chapter VI.

The other extension is to a consideration of effects of differences

among individuals in the interest cost of funds to finance schooling,

but this elaboration has been theoretical only. We ado no direct



'2 II j Li I 1"," i look at the presumptively related

101!ier's me,:nne, oa? analsis of faith allocation of stu-

dclit-; auinn 1yo,;_; sccoudal v scb)ols and their college expectations.

ilticrhretod as an hypothesis for the explanation of behavior,

the cony( ntiohal monetary human iir,e,tinent decision modellike all

decision models- -is grounded in expectations; the behavior to he ex-

plained is related to how the decision maker sees alternatives and

the likely effects of his action in the near and the more remote future,

It is an extremely simple expectational model, resting upon assump-

tions of quasi-certainty or known sets of probabilities of future events,

to be sure, but it is concerned v,ith expectations nonetheless. How-

ever, with the partial exception of Hobert Myers, no one to our knowl-

edge, has attempted appli,:ation of the basic human-investment decision

model in a study that included expectational data, and this will be the

first study in which expectational data are set beside data of the kind

that has been used in prior empirical rate-of-return studies. There

at good reasons why this has not been attempted, some of which will

become sultic.iently evident later, One cannot slit ply lay the expected

against the empirically )1).servcd cross-section stream at d leave it

at that. But [wither can t I,e ,iuestions raised by such an attempt (or

in c vading such an attcmpt) be summarily dismissed merely because

se me of then) ate awkward,

1,
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el. a izt-d r-; t uenlicaI Cl a r e t to it n.
a Nil ['Nitro! IN cstinen1

e]eal uses to i ha It the monetary Ininion-investment

model Iitoin pot emptrically kris Peen to test the exient of conformity

jilt or deviation it on) Hequilibi 'um" tinder the assumption of narrowly

d e t i n i t i economic preferences (o of a ran, inn distribution or non-

monetary pi efkiircuees within and I.A.-iween the relevant sub-populations).

The ip.ocedure has been to eompare the empirically estimated private

internal rates of return to schooling, using croits-seetion age- income

data, with rates of return to other invest root its, Or, in sonic cases,

either internal rate-of or presort -value estimates have been

used to compare investments in the acquisition of competence and

certification for one versus another of the professions. 11lark.-2d

deviations from equality in internal rates of return signal 0110 or

another souri.ie of "trouble, 'I though they do not in temselves specify

what the uti.ouhlem is: it could be in monopolistic constraints, but it

could also le a reilection, among other things, of a systematic bias

in Ito distribution of non -monetary preferences associated with school-

ing (or with schooling of some kinds), or it could arise because of a

1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 11(111 il(WIt)0tv.11.), in the disirliPtt inns of ability in (Hie educa-

tional or professional category versus anolher, and so on. Different

inter e111 rdles of return might also 11.11.ect nilit.);ed discontinuities,

tin example, in the elleets of parental silo is not yortli perceive as

open to them and in how easily they may in fact Rain access to sorne

061 01 r
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and the ir,div (ItfLUsionntod,U, it is t ehient enough that there art t

11111.0h1'1' )/. 1.111111i/1 lit "other filings" to 1ec taken into account, wht'th us

control gar irbitrs U as foci ot intel est in themselves. This is of

coneH;e dune in the chapters that fellow. Out purpose here is iner t*.

to present a systa'matie, situptir:ed pre/intinary outline neap, as it wa 'c,

of htlinah i i csfin, tit inal earte deri.--,ious as st.,/hential phenomena,

To develop -this t.tat carry tile model through a series of disers

periods, earl. of whit Ir is introthated whit a decision point and within

(dell -1' winch each individual engages in otie, but only rine activity as

detint .1 ify the elements of an a

111ajo1 Vectors
I)ecistan :1,1odel

r a Sequential

;Vito VeCtOr.

Let us start itit a cohort of ; who have just completed ninth

grade in Japan, We can classify eni by their backgrounds, as

specified for cacti of the if ements of the column vector

V'li = j hl,
1'9'

. b

Itlauft element in Ihis vect(Jr could he so dt.ined as to be a compound

set of charactui ist it's. Thus h
1

might refer to first sons whose

fathers were farmers, hful completed elementaey sehotd nnly, and

lived in Western Shilatku. Of we had the data, we could subdivide them

further by snow 111CaSO(2 ( innate ability, of some attitude variable as
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well.) in principle the elements of V
b

may be spilt up into as finely directed

a classification. cut on as maey dimensions, as could conecivahl:- he

rcievani litn obviously, while the multiplication of ditneiisions avoids

E)roblere:-; of dealing .vith multicollinearities, too much detail can also

clutter the pictureeven assuming dnta to he available, and sample size

large enough to justify very f'.nc; Orc-.kdowns.

In this preliminary sketch, three mutually exclusive sets of activities

are specified; full-time attendance at secondary school; full-time attendance

at college; and work. We will designate these as vectors V
S'

V
C

and VW

respectively.

There arc five main types of secondary schools that are of central

importance in Japan, and a focus of this research. We could split the

schools up on other dimensions as well-for example time-distance to the

nealc-st town of 50,000, or to the nearest major metropolis, other com-

munity characteristics, elite reputation, and so on Some of these traits

were considered in the sampling procedure, and some of them are intro-

duced into inn, or another part of our later analysis. However, the key

division is by course type, and for present purposes we will simply specify

a unitary vector of Live elements. Thus:

VS = s
1' '

s3' s
4'

55

Cboicc of one of these types of secondary schooling is of course among
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the alter natives oro n to and preferred 111 vacylng degree by the youth

Just rnit (.1 ninth grade. We v. ill assunv for tresent Firposes that this

cboice is ern all nr neo nulg ont, in that anyone v.no does not take up an

activity within the S set in period (1) v.-11.1 not do so at airy rater date.

Alovenient from the labor market back full-tAirt seconoary school

is excleUe(H bv the slipulu'ion of the model.

Binds of colleges and tolivers.ties, and of courses in them, are

multiple. However, minor forays aside, tilts monograpli will ignore

such differences for the most :tart; and here we will simplify by treat-

ing college education as a vector' made up of two elements. The first

01 ;hese is tollLine collog:2 attendance without going through a stage

as a r5nin; all lull -time college attendance in period (2) of our model

will be of this kind, which we designate c The other element 0.2 is

college attendance after a period as "r5nin," or study to take university

entrance examinations a second, third or indefinite number of times.

To keep ow- treatment of periods sir plc, %cc will assume that those

who have been romn do not enter college until period CO when they

attend full time. Tints the vector for college atteudan e is the unitary

vector:

V
C 1 2

Activity set W is all the activities that could be described lu

as work, having a job, and so forth (01' as being art unemployed

ri7nin). This will of course be an exit emelt; impo/ twit and complex
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activity vector. Aleaningfu! dimensions will quite obviously include

the amount of associated on-the-job training or learning, but in any

particular ph the learning coL ponent will often depend upon the prior

experience of the individual taking the job. Hence, except where the

learoilig or training component is formalized, it may be not so much

a d-fining characteristic of the ,lob as a function of when the job is

taken in a career sequence. Other considerations in the meaningful

categorization of elements of a work vector, which we designate as

V
W'

will be discussed briefly a few pages further on, but this is some-

thing on wnicn we will have to go into much greater detail in the body

of the empirical analysis. (Evidently if we wanted to incorporate

night-school attendance, for example, in our activity vector, we could

do this by specifying various combinations of work and night school

among the elements of VDU,) We will assume that there are in elements

in the unitary vector V. Thus we have:

V w LW 12 w
In

Putting these acti.-ity sets in the order W, S, C, we may write the

overall activity supervector as:

.r
a

= WWI
C

= [a l' a2, . a a
ni+ 1 m + a in +13' am+ 7)

The Period (1) Matrix, and
Sonic Variants Thereof

The period (1) distribution of a new cohort of ninth grade



graduates is represented by the mat ix shown below, which we will

call the G matrix. Each row of this mat/ ix gives the distribution

among acti\ itics for those with given background characieristics as

defined by the corresponding element of
V1

The first m columns

refer to elements of the set \V (vector V); entries in the cells of

those columns are thus the numbers of youth of a given background

who have gone to work, and to a certain kind of job, in period

Entries in the last five columns refer to those attending secondary

school in period (1), and by what type of scnool. The set C options

are not available in period (1) to any of this cohort, and are therefore

excluded from the matrix. The matrix will have n(m+5) cells, but in

many of these there will be no cases, since many of the jobs included

in set \ would not he open to young people just entering the labor

market from ninth grade.

The entries in the G matrix would normally be what we would

observe simply by arranging our data; this is just a cross-tabulation.

But we may be most interested in the coefficients `.hat relate the

various elements of VI), the youths' backgrounds, to their various:

period (1) activities. Those coefficients may have more general

applicability. If we divide each entry in matrix G by the total numbers

of youth in the corresponding element of vector V
1)

we obtain such co-

efficients, which themselves make up the transition (or predictor)

rnalri< VG. Reading it the other way, the matrix P'6, which is
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liecessarik. of the 5,ime ordul as 6, specifies the proportions of any

given total population with background characteristics identified with

a given clement ,.c( to 1' ,Alin will apiwer in each activity in

period (1). 'Elie P'G matrix viewed as a sort of likelihood map will

have more meaning to an individual ,just entering, the pet loci (1) phase

than would the G matrix itself.

Up to this point we have of course considered only a very

limited school-career stage, and at the most only part of a decision

mode). Time horizons at the senior-secondary-school entry stage

most certainly go beyond termination of that schooling at the end of

period (1), but we have not yet said anything about expected effects

of present actions on education or job options in subsequent periods. 1

Such expectations must form an essential part of any analysis of pur-

poseful, future-oriented decisions, and we will focus attention

directly on them later. For the moment, however, we continue to

follow a hypothethical cohort of young people into subsequent periods

simply observing the flow patterns sequentially in realized events.

Empirical observations of such cohort data could be regarded as both

(a) an empirical description of the pattern of sequential choices actually

made (though not of the decision process itself), and (b) a starting

1The analysis of "first moves" and relevant future parameters
in Modiglianits treatment of business decision-making is relevant here
also, For a concise statement see Modigliani and Cohen (1958).



mint ir, the formation of expectations with respect to the future among

members of younger co iorts still at earlier states in a career sequence.

The G of i.,t,iod (l), it c iii be remembered, was

conceived as a distribu ion of frequencies- -or an ordinary cross-

tabulation of numhers of youth with background characteristics

{I) 1) , 1l' 2'
among period 1 aci ities . _nla ), the latter

being a supervector with two component vectors--a work set \V and a

secondary schooling S. The matrix was accordingly of flue order

n(m+5). Looking back ai, the matrix as it was set out, it will be seen

that lines have been drawn partitioning it into subsets each of which is

defined by an element of VI) and by classification in either set W or set S

with respect to period (1) activity. Taking the first subscript to identify

an element of VI) and the second to specify whether the period (I) activity

was work of school, we may write the entire G matrix as a column

supervector VG with a total of n(m+5) elements, where

V
G 1. w 2.w it. \V

V
1 S

V
2. s

. .
s

This gives us a short-cut way of identifying every cell of the G matrix,

before we go on to carry the cohoi t 'nit) period (2).

Into Period (2)

We have now carried oar hypothetical young cohort through

period (1), of the first three years after completion of ninth grade.

During that period some have attended (ant', by the constraints of our
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model, eornpieied) senior sLcondLiry schools, and others have had

various work and possibly raining exiwrjunces outside of the schools.

Each is now loofing to period (2). No matter. what his period (1) ex-

perience, there will he only a limited number of period (2) options con-

ceivably open to a met-niter of this cohort, and a more I ..'ed number

of interest to any single individual; but the period (2) options and how the

individual youth perceives them will also he conditioned in part by his

period (1) experiencesalong with any effects of his background charac-

teristics and abilities that are not already accounted for by selection

into one as against another activity in period (1).

An empirical examination of the ways in which a cohort of youth

have in fact sorted themse:Nes out and been sorted out in the movement

from background position through period (1) and into period (2) would

give us a map of early career stage, showing which paths are heavily

traveled in the balancing out of opportunities and revealed preferences,

which are 1110PC unusual, and winch are traveled not at all. Initially

one of the intents of this project was to obtain such data by a follow-up

study of recent graduates of the secondary schools, but this did riot

prove feasible. ilHwever, we will have data f r on I our sample survey

that, together with data front other sources, can take us from background

characteristics to period ;1). We have limited other sorts of evidence
transitions

on realized period (1) to period (2),,s(but without background data), and

for the last-year students in senior secondary schools we have background
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information (that can hr compir et; \\nth the poptdation at large), Present

type of school and feelings aboLd it, and expectations for period (2) activity.

This transition and its I elation to prior paths will thus be examined both

from an immediate decision perspective and, with partial overlap of

types of data, in terms of realized events.

To continue with the formalized presentation of the sequel. ial

career-choice and human-investment framework, we may designate t v

II a period (2) matrix the rows of which are the elements of Vector V

and the columns the allowable period (2) elements of the activity vector,

V those elements will be (al . . a ) and a We have omitteda' Ill+

the component vector Vs
net- 1

. am+5] since it was stipulated

that no one can come back into full-time secondary school after a period

in the labor market. This is an essentially realistic stipulation, and so,

for Japan, is the z't3sumption that all entering senior secondary school

will complete it. Finally, we have also avoided unnecessary (known-

zero) columns by including in our schooling activities for period (2) only

the first element of VC' which is the only one applicable in this period

and carries the vector V
a

notation am+6. The order of matrix II will of

course he n(rol-5)(m+1), since V
G

has n(m+5) elements, and we have in-

cluded for consideration (m4- 1) activities.

Matrix 11 is shown below in summary form, designating only its

suhmatrices. The first of these, at the top and left, is h --our

notation for a matrix the rows of which are the elements of the vector

V
w

while the columns are the activities of set W. Taken together,
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Lc n matrices in the upper half (and left side) of the supermatrix II all

refer to youth whose activities were of set W in period (1) and who are

still in that set in pt.!! iori (2), On the lett at the bottom ti rse .vho

were in secondary school irn period (I), but arc worn:nig in reriod (2) or,

among the element~ of set W, studying independently us t.?nin in that

period. At the lower right a;e the matrices for thoi-e v ho attended

secondary school in period (1) and went to colierte in 1A'HO([ (2). 13 is

the transition iratrix by \%hich VC, is multiplied to L the matrix II,

though in empirical fact it would 'presumably be derived by working back-

wards, to obtain the coefficients i.nplied by the full detail of matrix IT

itself, which includes all the .t;ohort information through period (2).

Note that from Pic; and Plu we could of course have derived conipound

coefficients describing the likelihood that someone with given initial

nackground (Artr acteistics would follow one versus andtheit path through

periods (1) arid (2), instead of 111e one 'stage coefficients we derive in

examining the distributions one step at a time. In many situations it

may be more important to know the one-step likelihoods, how /el', This

will be the case in particular when autonomous factors are altering one

set of coefficients (for example, those describing ]ikolihootis that boys

with each background will go to senior-secondary school), but there is

reason to believe that this will not substantially alter the coefficients

constituting the transition matrix from period (2) to period (3). In our

terminology, this would be a situation of dynamic change in PT. but of

Jr
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11 "Aoz]rox mat , Ins to just this

situation have iii far-. e ;used many surprises in recent years. Hut there

are also chinures it: I tko \V%I.,+.2 Of Slott ic...atit shifts in PIG'

sometinies \vith sertors effects in frustrated expectations, where prior

relatiortships it a one-slage transition had been titecpreted as stable pre-

dictors of what waniirl happon at that stage with ()rooming cohorts in a

world in which other things had substantially changed, This sort of

phenomenon is more often serious at the various labor market entry

points than in transitions for those who are oriented to continuing in full-

lime education; the loiter may postpone their confrontations with realities

even under cireurnstanees in which frustratioAs for many lie ahead.

Sequence Neatrality versus Non-
Reversabilitv; Period (3), and
ttie Longer View

With the transition from period. (2) to period (3) we multiply the

number' of paths once again, since yet another period has been added to

the career srquennes. Except fm those who were delayed as r5nin, the

entire cohort :s by now in the labor tharket, some without, any schooling

after ninth grade, some with secondary schotling for another three years,

anti some with dnive sity f..duation. if we were to redefine university

activities to include a greater range of alternatives, in both kind and

duration, would I course 1110 ry the Ititurc further at this stage.

But all that is quite obviens. The chief IA 01,-11111 ;Or 101111111111lV period

CO in port ( Ilat is teat n are iii the first nt onr periods in which past



e::peie'111, 111 ?III' IL,rig)/' ih;)111J0 1).91/1:3 Of work activities that

might be experiencc.:d itiLlivichtals in one order, by others in a

teverse periods.

We ha\ 0 allowed, within the rnat,iiices in the upper left corner of

the period (3) supermatrix K, for distinctions betwecn period (1) and

pc:iiod (2) sequences w W,W 111 their etleels 00 the distributions
t

of indr,iduals in the pro itiii CO matrix. (This is done by interpreting the

notation 1, Iww W
through

W
to iefor to supervectors formed from

.

the componnnt matrices h throwth
nw. W

of period (2) supermatrix

II.) Treating the sequence w va as distinct from w.vi. is to say that
J

rilacement of job and triaining experiences in the work sequence rhay be

neutral with respect to acqtnsition of competence and earning

capacity lor later use, (n that subscluent institutionalized hiring and

promotion polici:2s are non neutral in this respect., or both. II' in fact

the transition matrix front period (2) into ponied (3) were symmetrical

r CS pee'. 10 the siipicnees w of periods (1) and (2), there would be
,1

11, need 11,1 distinguish the lime orders of titc.sai experiences. Hut there

are good reasons to expect that, in fa( t Iheiii will be importa.d assyir

metrics, extending not only into period (H) but to subsLquerit career

stages. Some o- liese assyntrnet Fins urn probably inhei (int lit the earn-

ing process, lit oihr/i.-, are pi oduccd or exaggerated by !iatiticular

(Thatiae/ci ,.stir , of bold the educational syistcni and labor market in.i;ti-

tutioits.

l'()%,s its K all refer to paths through sceorykAtiv school
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in period (I) and either into the job market in period (2), the matrices

to the left, or mein in period (2). We Ilme pulled out th ronin com-

ponents of the W set for period (2), designating them by the letter r,

high would make them a sub-vector of V in our original notation.

These youth are assumed, by our model, all to enter university in

period (3), though sorr,_ of course do not in fact succeed in gaining entry.

Prediction, Preference and Decision

There are many ways in which the generalized model presented

in the preceding pages might be constructed, modified, and interpreted.

It will be helpful at this point to look at these possibilities somewhat

systemat

I. Matrices that are counts of observed frequencies. Thus far

we have spoken of the entries in the period matrices G, II and K as

though they were actual counts of the numbers out of an initial cohort'

of male graduates from ninth grade who followed one or another subse-

quent path in school or in the job markets. Because each of these matrices

incorporates, life-path details up to and including the period to which it

/eters, though not z-,fterward, such a !Mari>: can in itself provide the

data for derivation of sets of prior "objective transition probabilities."

With or without consideration of intervening "periods" we could of course

add a period at the presumed career peal. We could in fact do exactly

that in analysis of activities of fathers of the secondary (and primary)

school students, though such analysis will be very limited in the present
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monograph; father's life histories will be examined more fully else-

where. Since the matrices we have constructed are, by the way we have

Specified them, cohort matrices identitying schooling-career paths

through time, they cannot be produced from cross-section data; but

they can be approximated in some respect from such data. Thus tabu-

lations showing current occupations or earnings for men classified into

age-education categories provide a partial, if very truncated, simula-

tion of a cohort pattern under the assumption that nothing is changing so

far as the implied relationships are concerned. There is no rason for

supposing that either a particular cohort's Px-perience or a cross-section

simulation will give an accurate projection of what will happen to future

cohorts, though both of these approaches contribute to our understanding

of future likelihoodsespecially ii pie have information for several co-

horts and/or several cross-sections.

2. Probability and Possibility Matrices. It was impossible to say

much of anything about the counts of frequencies of matrices G, H, K and

so on without shifting to the associated probability or transition matrices

derived from them. The latter are indeed the main reason for our in-

terest in the former. We specified the one-stage transition matrices

PIG, VII, and P'K, each of which could in fact be derived from the asso-

ciated-period frequc-)ey matrices. These might be treated as "objective"

one-stage probability Matrices. We have noted also that they could be

compounded for two or more periods, and over any segments, or for
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all, of a life-tin.e schooling-career sequence going far beyond our

period (3). However, with every con-, pounding the errors in projection

of a particular cohort or cross-section set of relationships to predict

future cohort distributions will be compounded. For this as well as

other reasons it will sometimes be useful to simplify the probability

matrices by truncation to "possibility" matrices with dichotomized values

zero or one. In fact any probability cut-off or "surprise" point could

be used for construction of such a zero-one transition matrix.

It is evident that the construction of a transition probability

matrix from analysis of e:: post frequency distributions, whether based

on cohort or cross-section data, is not the same thing as the construc-

tion of expectational matrices derived from a study of how youth at

critical decision points perceive the future. Perceptions of the future

cannot possibly be a '3 explicit, or as detailed, as the data potentially

available ex post--other differences between anticipation and realiza-

tions aside. Nevertheless, they may also be more focussed in some

resoects; only options that evoke interest will be perceived, whether the

interest reflects preference or more pessimistic or fearful awareness

of painful probabilities. Even more selective will be those of the per-

ceived future options that are actually mentioned by respondents in an

interview or on a questionnaire.

As an ihdividual moves sequentially from one stage to another,

two kinds of charge in perceptions seem likely. The broad vista of
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remaining options will narrow, but the knowledge and appreciation of

the characteristics and range of alternatives within broad classes of

options will be enlarged. This is highly relevant to the designing of

research on human-investment and career choices. So far as studies

of individual decision-making are concerned, it points to the importance

of selecting criteria for classification of activity alternatives that will

be meaningful to the decision-maker at the particular stage or stages

of a schooling-career sequence under investigation. But at the same

time, what is relevant at each of these stages will depend upon the ex-

tent to which future options are conditioned by present choices. Criteria

of relevance from the educational planner's point of view and that of the

individual decision maker will converge in this essential consideration,

even though which kinds of options are regarded as in themselves im-

portant may remain indeterminate.

Despite their theoretical concern with decision theory and hence

with expectations rirtually all economists dealing empirically with human-.

resource development, whether by application of models such as that

sketched in Section III or by input-output models using matrix algebra,

have confined their work to analysis of ex post behavioral data, This is

as true of those who interpret their studies in a human-investment de-

cision context as those who reject that approach. The monetary-

expectation constructs avoid some awkward problems. Even theoretically,

they do not ask of the youthful decision-maker that he anticipate the
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particular kind of thing he will do in his mature years, or even how

much he will be earning if he follows one path or another. They do ask

that he have a reasonably clear perception of the difference to earnings

that will inhere in a choice of, let us say, going on to university versus

entering the labor market, but they put much less weight on his per-

ception of even those differences for the later than for the earlier

years of his life. Also, we found in this study that many even among

students who are unable to give priori statements about either occu-

pational preferences or expectations may have fairly clear notions or

beliefs concerning the net economic advantages or disadvantages of

post-secondary schooling. The present study is unique, so far as we

are aware, in attempting such an analysis among secondary-school

pupils.

Sociologists, psychologists, and educators, like economists,

have of course studied empirically observable, ex post, career sequences.

But in contrast to the economists, they have also attempted direct ex-

plorations of student occupational aspirations--though without explicit

attention to more strictly economic variables nor, except quite in-

cidentally, to perceptions of post-school training opportunities and job

alternatives that entail such opportunities in varying degree. These

career anticipation analyses, though they are sill few and limited in

scope, have nevertheless now been conducted (mainly by Americans)

on four continents: Africa, Europe, North and South America. In

J f
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parallel with prior work of both a theoretical and empirical nature on the

economics of education, these studies constitute part of the background of

the present research. Among the problems very generally encountered

in such work are the inability of sizable minorities of students to

visualize or to articulate any sort of specific career preferences or

expectations, and the impossibility in any case of identifying perceived

options as against preferences, Fortunately, however, these limitations

need not be as serious as they might at first appear, Even where answers

are incomplete, critical dimensions of perceived occupational anticipa-

tions may be identified, and while we cannot reconstruct directly the

perceptions individuals may have of the range of options open to them if

they choose (or had chosen) one educational path versus another, we can

build up aspiration matrices from the distributions of responses among

students of the various types of upper-secondary schools, and with

reference to further educational expectations. These are not so much

probability or transition matrices, however, as they are what we might

designate as "preference-possibility" matricesthe preferred among

the options perceived as possible. 1 Such preference-possibility matrices

will form a sub-set of a full zero-one "objective possibility" matrix 2
if

1 Or, in questions asking for "realistic" expectations rather than
the most unrestrained dreams, the preferred among the options perceived

not "surprising" in G. U.S. Shackle's theory of business decisions
under uncertainty. "Surprising" in that context implies likelihood of oc-
currence so small as to make consideration of the event totally unin-
teresting.

2The term "objective possibility" is used here merely to refer to

>4
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we assume no objectively impossible aspirations (however improbable

of realization some may be). These personal preference possibility

subsets are important to the analysis of decision-making and early

stage realized choices in a career sequence even when in the aggregate

the distribution of preference-possibility expectation patterns is de-

cidedly at variance with reasonable Projections of the distribution of

future jobs among the members of a cohort. For correct or not, ex-

pectations and goal perceptions are parameters of decision-making

steps in a career sequence.

3. Value matrices. Instead of a matrix that specifies numbers

of cases (or persons) in each cell, or a probability transition matrix,

or the zero-one possibility matrices just suggested--or, for that

matter, along with these--we might construct one or another sort of

value matrix. This would be to put a value (monetary or otherwise) on

a unit occurrence in each cell. Indeed, the simplest sort of value

matrix, though by no means the only sort, would be one in which a

monetary value was assigned to each cell. It may be helpful at this

point, therefore, to look briefly at how the matrix analysis and the

monetary investment decision model introduced earlier might be b.ought

assessments of the "possible" based on analysis of evidence by others
than the student respondent himself, presumably with some expertise
but without reference to any single individual particular; the "possi-
bility" refers to all chances deemed to have probabilities exceeding
zero for the entire population under consideration (as defined by speci-
fied characteristics such as, for example, amount of prior schooling).
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together. Instead of treating
a

and its component vectors as unitary

vectors, we could have tagged each element with a "price." That price

could be an observed dollar value stating, for period (1) for example,

the amount the average youth coming directly into job wl from comple-

tion of ninth grade would earn--let us say $w1; if we are in a situation

in which what a man earns depends not only on what he does but also

(however irrelevantly) on what or who he is, we may have to set up an

entire price matrix for all the V
b by Vw cells. A simple empirical

variant of this sort of matrix for example is a tabulation of earnings

separately by race (and sex) for various schooling-occupation categories

of a given age cohort. Or the price tags could refer not to observed

but to expected values, whether those values match or deviate in greater

or lesser degree from empirical observations. Furthermore, just as

an earning figure can be attached to each element of activity set V
W

(or of each cell in an entire V
b

by V matrix), so a direct schooling

cost would be indicated as part of the specification of each activity in

set S, or in the V by V part of a total V
b

by V
a

matrix, 1

b s

Designating such a value matrix as 13"G for the first period,

P"
ff

for the second period, and so forth, we could multiply by a zero-

one possibility matrix, which would give us a full set of money-value

options for each period for each background/activity cell; these would

1 Differences among individuals or categories of individuals in
the costs they niusl incur for any given schooling constitutes a critical
part of some models of human investment decisions. See, for example,
Becker (1967) and Mincer (1958).
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have no frequencies attached, although we would have eliminated, as of

no interest, cases that cannot occur in a given period or would cause

a very high degree of "surprise" should they occur. Alternatively,

each of the values per person in the P" matrices could be weighted by

its probability of occurrence. The resulting money-value relative fre-

quency matrices, when derived ex post from empirical observations,

constitute the bases from which we derive the income ,7treams with

which economists have in fact worked when using cross-section census

data in applications to human-investment models.

There are few, if any, economists working with empirical

analysis of private investments in education who have not bemoaned

the lack of one or another crucial control variable, whether relating

to what we might here classify as background variables (in Vi) or in

the more adequate specification of elements of activity vectors, A com-

paratively detailed specification of the non-monetary dimensions of our

matrices would allow a greater refinement of the economist's applica-

tions of his monetary human-investment model, since he would be able

to make more adequate corrections for relevant non-homogeneities

in his populations. But he will also be inclined to simplify, to focus

attention as far as possible on the money valuations, treating other

dimensions of career sequences as "control" variables, or as matters

of the proper specification of what is being priced, from whose point of

view, A major reason is the tidiness of monetary measures and their

maneuverability. The values entering into each cell of a per-person P"
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monetary matrix ;ire more general in the sweep of their relevance than

other a\ ailable valuation measures, simply because they stand for

generalized prchasing power. What those values do .10t incorporate,

of course, is the direct personal satisfactiotri associated with one career

path or another that arc independent of earnings and are 1,On-transferable

--satisfactions (positive or negative) that accrue in the carrying out of the

activity itself, in performing on one ..,,,ersus another sort of job, in one

versus another occupation or career sequence. Where certain sorts

of jobs are quite widely preferred on such non-monetary grounds, we

will normally observe earnings differentials that run against the "pre-

ferred occupations" and cannot be explained by monopolistic distortions

or low-cost training; a commonly cited (and commonly exaggerated)

example is the low pay of many clerical workers where there are ample

supplies of sufficiently educated labor and at the same tirr.e very strong

societal biases in favor of "office" as against manual work. Persisting

rate-of -return differentials that show up in such circumstances are

often designated as "equalizing differences."

It is possible to arrive at essentially this same point from the

opposite direction, howeve a direction that has been preferred by

most sociologists and those of the "manpower economists" who take a

particularly dim view of the effectiveness of the market system. Whether

they are engaged in merely descriptive-behavioral studios or attempts

to analyze and uncerstand educaticnal and occupational choice, these

researchers (..mcentrate on the non monetary dimensions that define
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the elements of the V vectors, or activity sets. Reversing the economist's

usual approach, if the monetary dimension is considered at all (which

normally it is not), it will be as a control variable; in effect it is now

the monetary instead of the non-monetary benefits that constitute the

"equalizing differences"--in this case compensating for differences in

non-monetary values attached to involvement in one kind of activity

versus another. Background variables, on the other hand, occupy very

much the same place in this as in the models that are built centrally

around money measures. We will have occasion in the chapters that

follow to take both approaches, first separately but eventually in an

attempt at integrated analysis of relationships among kinds of activities,

value attitudes and income r easures.

The monetary value matrix, whether weighted by frequencies or

not, and whether ex post or expectational, is an extraordinarily viable

construct in dealing with human investment decisions and occupational

choice. 13uc it is by no means the only possible variant of value matrices

useful for that purpose. Thus, what we designated above as a "preference

possibility" matrix is also a hdid of value matrix, though a truncated

one, To take the sin plest sort of t.xample, suppose we look only at

student responses concerning their occupational aspirations for the

period when tlie y will become fully established, or at the peak of their

careers. For each individual there would be just one entry of 1, with
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all other cntries zero in the (anticipated) pea'.;- career period matrix. 1

This entry is implicitly a product of a zero -one possibility matr.x, which

elini 'rates all inaccessibly alternatives, and a dichotomous ranking of

preferences siwii that the most preferred among those entered as one in

the zero-one matrix will be counted as 1, all others rating zero. A

matrix that shows the numbers of these individuals classified by back-

grounds and prior or anticipated prior schooling-job paths will auto-

matically weight each expressed preference-possibility of each individual

as 1, instead of weighting each earned or anticipated dollar accruing to

each individual as 1. In other words, a simple frequency count of con-

ditioned preference-possibility values parallels very closely a weighted

monetary value matrix. Some crucial differences remain, neverthe-

less. They show up most clearly in the problem of comparisons and

summations through time

4. Sequential Decisions and Comparisons over Time, One of the

steps that must be taken in translating the sequential models:we have

been discussing into effective decision models is to put proper weights

on entries that are dated at various distances into the future, Roth the

monetary values and the preference-possibility values as we have Spe-

cified them would apply to a particular period onlythat period to which

the particular matrix refers. The economist's model gets around this by

1We could of course have asked for conditioned alternative re-
sponses, which would have given us more than one entry per _esponclent.
We will in fact do this at sonic points in later chapters, but for the
moment we leave it aside to avoid unnecessary complications.
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applying a discount rate to derive "present values" from an entire life

tine sequence of averages of anticipated earnings accruing with the pur-

suit of one early alternative or sequence of early alternatives versus

another. Except that for any given positive interest rate 1 the later

dollars are discounted more heavily than the earlier ones, one dollar is

again treated as another. But what of the more generalized preference-

possibility matrices? Can they be handled by a similar method? For-

mally this could be done, and the parallel is much closer than most

people have suspected, but there is one really major difference,

There is at least potentially (though not always in practice for

everyone) freedom for tne individual to trade future for present dollars

and vice versa--even though at a price in interest paid or received,

according as one is the burrower or the lender, But experience that

constitutes part of the learning process whereby earning power comes

to be embodied in an indil ideal cannot be separated fron the individual

and shifted around in time with anything like the same freedom, and

definitely not at a comparable "rate of flterest." This means that the

non-monetary values associated with ono or another activity in period (1)

1The determination of which interest rate to use is another ques-
tion and can be a critical one, This, of course, is recognized in the
construction of monetary decision models and their interpretation, In
only one instance, to our knowledge, has there been empirical experi-
mentation with the application of changing discount rates for successive
anticipated time periods. (This is being done by Valerien Earvey, in an
extension of his research on teacher salaries. The idea was suggested
to him by the behavior of some students who decided to set down their
own expectations and present value estin,ates.)
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or (3) or (x) or (z) cannot be traded against those in another period as

preferences with respect to timing might dictate otherwise. And it

means that we are in considerably greater trouble in analysis of the

individual's decision parameters. I say "greater" trouble, because

the monetary models are by no n cans fully in the clear on this problem,

but the contrast is an important one. For whatever its limitations, the

monetary model provides a testable hypothesis and a decision rationale

that eludes measurement in the more generalized preference matrix.

The distinctive problem is not primarily, as is sometimes supposed,

in the mere fact that interpersonal comparisons are involved even in

the scoring of preference possibility values. There are more implicit

inter-personal comparisons in monetary summations than we normally

recognize. The distinctive problem is that despite interesting develop-

ments on many fronts in studies of the social-psychology of occupational

choice there is no other proposition with respect to preference orderings

that can claim so -tearly universal an acceptance as the proposition that,

other things equal, men will prefer the job with more money to that with

less. This single proposition has permitted the development of em-

pirically testable, and not nier'ly abstract theoretical decision models

that can have extraordinary analytical power. No decision model focussed

on other variables has yet emerged that can compare with the monetary

models in this respect, Vet the fact ren.ains, also, that money is only

part of the story, and in :ionic situations it may seem to be a small

part. The non-monetary factors are unquestionably important, whether
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viewed in their own right or as the meat on an economist's money-

measured skeleton.

V. The Firm, the Labor Market and the Economy

The first consideration that served to stimulate this research

undertaking was an interest in the effect of labor market institutions and

processes on the relationships between learning in school and learning

at work, and on relationships between schooling and human resource

utilization. A priori observations suggested that Japanese labor market

institutions and processes might have some distinctive and important

observable implications for roles of education in the economy, and for

the locus and timing of human- resource development over the life span.

There might, further, be implications in these relationships that would

provide illuminating perspectives on patterns observed elsewhere, along

with diversities within Japan. The research reported in this monograph

constitutes a ma.ior part, but still only part, of the total undertaking to

explore this question.

There can be no sharp distinction between the more aggregative

market a. alyses and the present study, however, Meaningful exami-

nation of student preferences and anticipations, for example, must

1Patt of this work is being sponsored by the Carnegie Founda-
tion. We have not yet sought financial support for anal:sc. s we hope
ultimately to undertake in pursuing a fuller analysis of data Iron, the
fati rs of our sample surveys.
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relate them to evidence concerning the operation of labor markets.

Moreover, analysis of adjustment processes it the labor markets and

of changes in hose adjustments viewed in-the-large have been built on

and gain much of their explanatory power (where they reveal such power)

from assumptions concerning the nature of myriads of smaller decisions

in interactiondecisions of both individuals and firms.

Gary Becker's work is an epitome of just such an approach,

centering as it does at the micro-decision level, but as part of market

analysis. But in this he is merely a very traditional sort of economist.

What he adds that has contributed in a major respect to the formulation

of this research is the extension of capital theory to treatment of learn-

ing at work as well as in school, and todecisions of both firms and

households with respect to investment in human beings (Becker 1962).

Becker poses a basically simple dichotomization of on-the-job training

or learning as either "general'' or "specific;" all other cases are viewed

as mixtures ranging along a continuum from one of these extremes to

the other. Training is "general" in this definition when what is learned

will add as n uch to a man's productive potential, and hence (under coin-

petitive assumptions) to his earning power, in ,her firirs as in that in

which he receives the tr:_.;11 At the other extreme, training is

"specific" in Becker's definition when what is learned has value only in

the firm in which the training is received, but not elsewhere. Probably

because of his reliance on competitive-equilibrium models for most of
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his analysis, and for good enough reasons, Becker made less of a point

about market structures in the defining of general versus specific train-

ing than he might have done, however. Thus the reader is likely to

get the impression that "general" is distinguished lion "specific" train-

ing primarily by the kind of thing that is learned, whereas the critical

distinction is of quite another sort: it is whether, under prevailing

institutional conditions, men can in fact move from one firm to another

without loss of earnings or earning potentials, whatever the nature of

their competencies may be. Evidently kinds of skills, as the layman

is likely to think of them, and the inter-firm mobility of skills that would

make them "general" in Becker's sense have some degreo of association,

but that degree can be very small indeed in some sorts of labor markets.

The only attempt thus far to apply Becker's analysis empirically

is Jacob Mincer's ingenuous estimates of investments in on-the-job

training in the United States (Mincer 1962). In order to make that

application he had to assume that all on-the-job training (or learning) was

general" in Becker's sense, This implies, among other things: (a) that

whatever the actual mobility among firms, the potential for mobility is

high and men can make meaningful choices at least once a year, (b) that

all costs of learning or training on-the-job were born ultimately by the

workers, in lower wages during . training period, and (c) that if

properly account for the value to the worker of his added learning, his

wage plus this human-investment fringe benefit will always equal his
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max urn potential current marginal product, across all job !)ossibilities.

This v. 11 happen, according to the equilibrium model, because individuals,

in deciding to take one job rather than another, consider not only current

earnings but also how far a job that pays less at first may open up higher

earning potentials in the future. This sort of variation in jobs as they

affect subsequent options is of course built into the sequential frame-

work discussed above, in Section IV, although in themselves the matrix

sequences do not incorporate any particular set of assumptions concern-

ing the operation of market forces.

Whereas the individual who receil es the training ultimately bears

the full costs of Becker's "general" training, this will not be the case for

his "specific" training. On the contrary, a large, though indetermini_te

share of the costs of fully specific training will be borne by the firm.

The firm recoups its human investments later, by paying the specifically

trained workers less than their post-training marginal productivities.

It can do this even in a generally competitive economy precisely because

the training has been "specific" to the firm, which introduces a non-

competitive element into the situation. Individuals so trained cannot he

as productive in any other setting. But for this same reason, neither

will individuals bear the full initial training costs by accepting corre-

sponding lower pay; or, more precisely, they would not do this in the

generally competitive, year after year choice-making economy that

Becker implicitly envisages. If the amount of learning were the same,

we should expect flatter life-income streams for those with "specific"
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training, steeper streams for those with "general" training. Or this

should be the case, at any rate, under the open competitive labor market

conditions both Becker and Mincer assume.

In Japan it may not be quite that way, however. Indeed, it is

not quite that way in the United States either, but the Japanese deviance

is decidedly greaser. The reasons for this are closely linked to both

paternalistic traditions and obligations in general, and a number of

facets of Japanese labor market structure and processes in particular.

These are indeed changing, and in directions that bring Japan toward

the United States, but how far the change has proceeded is still open to

question. Equally inter' sting is how Japanese youth perceive labor

market structure and processes, and the relationships of those per-

ceptions to ea-reel nticipations and to schooling and occupational choice.

A further elaboration of theoretical postulates bearing on these questions,

and of -,ome of the .mplications of labor market institutions for the

modification of such theoretical constructs is better deferred, how-

ever. lire will come back to this especially in Chapter VI, when

attention is concentrated on early post-school experic ces as an inter-

vening variable between schooling and ultimate jobs,on the relationships

(if any) of these patterns to shapes of anticipated income streams,

and on the ways in which students and their fathers perceive the

Japanese labor market s.
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